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If I have seen further it is by standing
on ye sholders of Giants.
Isaac Newton in a letter to Robert Hooke, 1675.

Thunderbolts and Lightning
Very, very frightening me.
Galileo
Queen: Bohemian Rhapsody on A Night at the Opera, 1975.
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Abstract
Mechanoresponsive systems respond to mechanical triggers by changes in a certain
property. This thesis covers the work conducted with two mechanoresponsive systems that
respond optically to mechanical triggers. These two systems are based on polymer
structures, a polymer brush and a hydrogel network. Thus, the optical response mechanism
allows observing acting forces as an approach to force sensing in situ.
In the first part, an existing mechanoresponsive system based on a polyelectrolyte brush
labeled with a fluorescent dye is engaged in application. The charges of the polyelectrolyte
are able to quench the fluorescence of the dye so that local compression or tension can be
distinguished from the local fluorescence intensity. The mechanoresponsive polymer brush
was applied as mechanosensitive surface coating to elucidate differences in the contact
stress distributions of gecko-inspired adhesive micropillar structures. The determined
results and the derived detachment mechanisms of the micropillar types were in qualitative
accordance with predictions from theoretical approaches.
Overcoming the geometrical limitations of a planar surface coating, the second part aims at
translating the mechanoresponse principle to a three-dimensional network and developing
a mechanoresponsive hydrogel as a platform for force sensing. Conceptually, a
homogeneous network allows to predict mechanical properties so that localized optical
mechanoresponses could enable locating and quantifying acting forces. Based on network
design principles from the Flory-Rehner theory, precursors with predefined size and
architecture were utilized in hydrogel preparation, aiming for a homogeneous network.
Further in this regard, the mixing volume was reduced by employing droplet microfluidics.
As optical response mechanism, the hydrogel network precursors were labeled with two
kinds of fluorophore, featuring distance-dependent emission from Förster Resonance
Energy Transfer. The functionality of the optical response mechanism was demonstrated
on global level by collapsing and controlled swelling of the network, and on a localized
level by defined mechanical stress, applied with Atomic Force Microscopy. Owing to its
adjustability, the hydrogel platform might be employed in various applications that require
intrinsic force sensing of soft matter in future.
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Kurzfassung
Mechanoresponsive

Systeme

antworten

auf

mechanische

Reize

mit

einer

Eigenschaftsänderung. Diese Dissertation umfasst die Arbeiten mit zwei mechanoresponsiven
Systemen, die optisch auf mechanische Reize antworten. Sie basieren auf polymeren
Strukturen,

einer

Polymerbürste

und

einem

Hydrogelnetzwerk.

Ihr

optischer

Antwortmechanismus ermöglicht die Beobachtung wirkender Kräfte als ein Ansatz zur in situKraftmessung.
Im ersten Teil wird ein existierendes, mechanoresponsives System zur Anwendung gebracht,
das auf einer mit Fluoreszenzfarbstoff markierten Polyelektrolytbürste basiert. Die Ladungen
des Polyelektrolyts können die Fluoreszenz des Farbstoffs unterdrücken, sodass lokale
Kompression und Zugspannung über die Fluoreszenzintensität unterschieden werden können.
Die mechanoresponsive Polymerbürste wurde als mechanosensitive Oberflächenbeschichtung
angewandt, um Unterschiede in der Kontaktspannungsverteilung von Gecko-inspirierten
adhäsiven Mikrostempelstrukturen aufzuklären. Die erarbeiteten Ergebnisse und daraus
abgeleiteten Ablösemechanismen der Mikrostempeltypen deckten sich qualitativ mit
Vorhersagen aus theoretischen Ansätzen.
Aufgrund geometrischer Einschränkungen einer planaren Oberflächenbeschichtung zielt der
zweite Teil darauf ab, dieses mechanoresponsive Prinzip in ein dreidimensionales Netzwerk zu
überführen und ein mechanoresponsives Hydrogelnetzwerk als Plattform zur Kraftmessung zu
entwickeln. Konzeptionell besitzt ein homogenes Netzwerk vorhersagbare mechanische
Eigenschaften, sodass lokale optische Antworten auf mechanische Kräfte ermöglichen könnten,
die wirkenden Kräfte zu lokalisieren und quantifizieren. Basierend auf einer Gestaltung nach
der Flory-Rehner-Theorie wurden Präkursoren mit vordefinierter Größe und Architektur für
die Hydrogelherstellung eingesetzt, um auf ein homogenes Netzwerk abzuzielen. Zu diesem
Zweck wurde das Mischungsvolumen durch Tropfenmikrofluidik reduziert.
Für den optischen Antwortmechanismus wurden die Hydrogelnetzwerk-Präkursoren mit zwei
verschiedenen Fluorophoren markiert, die sich durch abstandsabhängige Emission über
Förster-Resonanzenergietransfer

auszeichnen.

Die

Funktionalität

des

optischen

Antwortmechanismus wurde auf globaler Ebene durch Kollabieren und kontrolliertes Quellen
des Netzwerks, dann auf lokalisierter Ebene durch definierte mechanische Belastung mit
Rasterkraftmikroskopie gezeigt. Durch ihre Anpassbarkeit könnte die Hydrogelplattform
zukünftig verschiedenste Anwendungen im Bereich intrisischer Kraftmessung weicher Materie
bedienen.
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Introduction

Sensing forces is among human’s senses. Omnipresent but most of the time rather
unperceived, the vestibular system in the inner ear is crucial for orienting and balancing
human’s motion. Rather, it might be perceived when people suffer from motion sickness
which even occurs among the majority of astronauts, reporting drowsiness and nausea in a
state of zero gravity.1 Not uncommonly, such effective sensing mechanisms are mimicked
to find their way into a technical application. From a technical perspective, the vestibular
system is sensing acceleration so that motional forces can be deduced. A similar concept is
realized technically in the electronic stability control of cars,2 for example.
Whereas the vestibular system comprises a comparably sophisticated sensing mechanism,
force sensing systems can be as simple as a balance scale (Figure I-1). It is used to determine
the weight force of objects on one side by balancing the other side with known weights.
The use of the balance scale dates back to the ancient Egypts.3 Much later, the pioneering
work for laying the foundation of classical mechanics was achieved by Sir Isaac Newton in
the 17th century. As an honor, Newton was chosen as eponym for the unit of force in 1948.4

Figure I-1.

Historic balance scale for coins, exhibited in the Cabinet of Astronomy and Physics in Kassel.

Contemporary with Newton, Robert Hooke also researched in classical mechanics. Named
after him, the Hookean spring has a linear relation between an acting force and its resulting
deflection. Knowing this relation, Hooke’s law allows to determine forces from the spring
deflection, making it an ideal force sensor. However, the forces sensed with a Hookean
spring are equally exerted on the measured object according to Newton’s laws. In this
perspective, such extrinsic force sensing bears the risk of altering or damaging the measured
object owing to the additional mechanical interactions exerted during the measurement.
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In contrast, intrinsic sensing systems are included in the force-acted body, allowing to sense
forces without additional extrinsic forces. Besides the vestibular system, another example
of an intrinsic force sensor is human skin. Its sensing of mechanical contact by feeling and
during handling objects goes far beyond analytical force sensing. When lifting an object by
hand, one is able to adjust grip forces strong enough to hold the object firmly, and soft
enough to not damage the object, or the skin itself. As for the vestibular system, it is
desirable to mimic the biological sensing system for technology applications, e.g. in
robotics5 to monitor the mechanics during handling in situ for comparable tactility as human
handling.
Also on a microscopic scale, processes are governed by forces so that accordingly sensing
concepts have been adapted for application on the microscale. Atomic force microscopy
(AFM) has been established within the last three decades as a microscopic force sensing
method.6 It enables to determine the mechanical properties of samples with micro- and
nanometer resolution, but is based on a Hookean spring so that extrinsic forces are exerted
on the samples during measurements.
An example for microscale processes governed by mechanics is the lineage specification
of human stem cells.7 It has been reported that the stem cell specification is affected by the
elasticity of their surrounding matrix. With AFM, the mechanics of the cells and their
matrix could be determined. At the same time, such additional extrinsic forces might
influence the cells in a process governed by mechanics and, thus, actively alter the outcome
of the experiments. For this reason, intrinsic force sensing is beneficial for determining the
direct interactions between the cells and their matrix, and therefore, it has become a central
challenge in the emerging field of mechanobiology.
Approaches for intrinsic sensing in cellular environment often utilize molecular
components of the cell or molecules of similar chemistry for good biocompatibility.
Further, these components are characterized in regard to their mechanics, and adapted to
report mechanical deformation by an optical response. For example, such an approach was
used for investigating the mechanical function of a molecular component in the focal
adhesion of cells.8 Integrating an optical response mechanism into the cellular functionality
can preserve from influencing mechanical processes extrinsically, while allowing for
observing them externally.
In contrast to such targeted investigations, more universal approaches could avoid an
alteration of the cells. Aiming for the extracellular matrix, a material with defined
4
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mechanics could be designed with integrated optical functionalities to report and read out
deformations. Embedding cells in this material, their mechanical interactions with the
matrix could be investigated not only for single cells, but also in cell clusters.
On the basis of polymer brushes, the foundation for such a universal force-sensing material
has been achieved: It is a mechanoresponsive surface-coating with the ability to report
acting stresses optically.9 This material was demonstrated to reach the sensing benchmarks
of human skin.
Following up on this basis, the aim of this work is the application of the mechanoresponsive
surface coating to elucidate the contact mechanics of adhesive structures, and the
development of a mechanoresponsive polymer network structure by transferring the
concept and experiences with the two-dimensional surface coating to a three-dimensional
structure.
In the first part of the thesis, the mechanoresponsive polyelectrolyte brush surface coating
is utilized in a setup to determine the contact stress distributions of adhesive
microstructures. In the setup, the contact stress distributions of the adhesive microstructures
are mapped with micrometer scale resolution to resolve differences in the contact
mechanics of differing geometries. Being limited to planar geometry in force sensing, the
mechanoresponse concept is transferred to a three-dimensional mechanosensing platform
in the second part of the thesis. Therefore, it first focuses on the conception and
preparational realization of a three-dimensional polymer network with defined mechanics
and integrated optical response functionalities as a universal, adaptable material platform.
Moreover, by proving the optical response of the conceptualized material, its sensing
capabilities are benchmarked and a calibration method for an application of the material is
outlined.
In conclusion, a mechanoresponsive surface-coating is brought to its first application and a
mechanoresponsive polymer network platform is developed, opening further force-sensing
applications.
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II.

Synopsis

Outline. The work presented in this thesis has the common topic of force sensing by
utilizing polymeric mechanoresponsive systems. It covers a broad range from basic,
fundamental and theoretical aspects, over material development and rational design to the
application of such materials for elucidating fundamentals of a different field. The thesis is
structured accordingly. After the introduction of structural and mechanical properties, and
optically detectable effects in the context of mechanoresponsive concepts (Chapter III), the
application of an established polymeric mechanosensor is demonstrated (Chapter IV) to
showcase the possibilities, but also current limitations. Based on this, the design and
development of a new kind of polymeric mechanosensor is tackled (Chapter V).
Chapter III covers a general overview of the materials and techniques used. The chapter
outline follows Hooke’s law. The spring constant in Hooke’s law is a material property. In
the first part, the material properties of the mechanoresponsive polymer structures are
discussed in terms of their molecular structure and the basics of the underlying polymer
physics of single polymer chains, polymer brushes, and polymer networks. Moreover,
preparation aspects of polymer brushes and polymer networks are pointed out to gain a
holistic view on the core pieces of this thesis. To determine forces with these
mechanoresponsive structures, their mechanical properties need to be investigated. With
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), a well suited technique for mechanical characterization
on the microscale is introduced. While on the one hand force measurements are conducted
with AFM, on the other hand the results have to be interpreted and evaluated to shed light
onto the mechanical properties. On this account, an insight to the continuum contact
mechanic models established in the field is given. Eventually, the deformation is correlated
with the mechanoresponse. The presented polymer structures respond by an optical signal,
mostly based on fluorescence effects. The principles of fluorescence and associated effects
(e.g. Förster Resonance Energy Transfer, FRET), as well as microscopy techniques used
for the localization of such, are discussed in the third part of the chapter. In the last section
of the chapter, the components are joined again by discussing various examples for
mechanoresponsive concepts. Among them, the mechanoresponsive polyelectrolyte brush
applied in the upcoming chapter is introduced.
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Chapter IV demonstrates the abilities of mechanoresponsive polymer structures by
elucidating contact mechanics of bio-inspired adhesive microstructures. Following design
principles identified from geckos and insects, bio-inspired microstructures were developed
mostly in the form of micropillar structures with varying contact geometry. Here, most
pronounced differences in adhesion performance were found for two contact geometries,
cylindrical flat punches and T-shaped pillars, i.e. cylindrical pillars with an annular
overhang (Figure II-1). In literature, differing detachment mechanisms were postulated for
these geometries from analytical contact mechanic models.

Figure II-1. Graphical presentation of the content in Chapter IV. Reprinted with permission from Neubauer
et al.10 Copyright American Chemical Society 2016.

By the application of a mechanoresponsive polyelectrolyte brush, the underlying contact
mechanics could be elucidated and proven. The polyelectrolyte brush is labeled with a
fluorophore which can be quenched by the charges of the polyelectrolyte. Therefore, its
fluorescence critically depends on the conformation of the polymer brush structure.
Previous work has shown that the mechanical compression decreases the fluorescence
intensity by increased quenching, whereas tensile stress on the polymer brushes increases
fluorescence intensity vice versa. Therefore, it is one property of this mechanoresponsive
polymer brush to signal its local deformation via fluorescence intensity to distinguish
compressive and tensile forces. Reading out the local fluorescence with the optical
resolution of Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM, Section III.3.3) rendered this
polymer structure a mechanosensor for mapping compressive and tensile stress.
For the first time, this allowed to map the stress distributions under flat punch and T-shaped
micropillars. In the scope of this work, the preparation procedure for these bio-inspired
micropillar structures was adapted to mount them to a micro-contact printing device for a
controlled contact formation to and retraction from the mechanosensing polyelectrolyte
brush. In a combined setup with CLSM, the local stresses during contact and detachment
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could be observed in situ. Investigating the detachment of flat punch and T-shaped
micropillars, two differing detachment mechanisms could be derived in conformity with
the postulations of others.
During the detachment of T-shaped micropillars, tensile stress concentrated to the center of
the contact area prior to pull-off. Proving other’s predictions from analytical models, the
according detachment mechanism describes crack nucleation in the center followed by
crack propagation to the edges, and adhesion failure. In contrast, tensile stress is predicted
to concentrate to the edges of flat punches causing crack nucleation and quick propagation
toward the center. In full accordance, the detachment from the mechanosensing
polyelectrolyte brush was quick, and tensile stresses could not be resolved.
Demonstrating the abilities of polymeric mechanosensing surface coatings, this application
as well reveals the limitation of sensing in planar geometries only. Therefore, the sensing
mechanism is translated to a three-dimensional structure in the next chapter.
Chapter V comprises the development of a three-dimensional polymeric mechanosensing
platform to overcome the geometrical limitations of the mechanoresponsive polyelectrolyte
brush. To advance the established mechanoresponse principle from polymer brushes to
polymer networks, a hydrogel network was designed. Its blueprint was sketched following
the physical fundamentals of networks to reach homogeneity in architecture, and in
mechanical properties consequently. For the response mechanism, the hydrogel network
was labeled with fluorophore pairs to signal local network deformation as optical signal
(FRET, Section III.3.2). As outlined by the example of Hooke’s law, forces acting locally
in the network are to be determined from the mechanical properties of the network and the
local deformation signaled optically from the characteristic FRET shift (Figure II-2). Being
able to control mechanical homogeneity and sense local deformations, the hydrogel
network would be able to allow mechanosensing in three-dimensional environments.
Therefore, the development was divided into two parts, the preparation of hydrogel
networks with homogeneous mechanical properties and the characterization of the network
response to deformation at defined forces.
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Figure II-2. Graphical presentation of the mechanoresponse concept discussed in Chapter V. Reprinted with
permission from Neubauer et al.11 Copyright American Chemical Society 2019.

For homogeneity in the network structure, the hydrogel was prepared from precursor
molecules with predefined size in a polymer-analogous crosslinking reaction. The
efficiency of the crosslinking reaction usually comes with the challenge of high reactivity.
Hence, while on the one hand high reactivity promotes homogeneity in network formation,
quick crosslinking can hamper sufficient mixing in a way that unreacted precursors are not
able to crosslink. This aspect, on the other hand, can simultaneously induce network
heterogeneities. Utilizing droplet microfluidics, the reaction volume of the hydrogel
precursors was reduced to microscale for efficient mixing (Section III.1.3). As reactivity
and mixing both influence the hydrogel formation, advances in the hydrogel preparation
went hand in hand with the refinement of the microfluidic channel structure. In exploring
the parameter space, not only a more detailed understanding of the network formation could
be gained, but also hydrogel particles could be yielded.
Besides gaining control over network formation, an essential feature was the labeling with
fluorophores to localize deformations by a FRET shift. To incorporate this parameter in the
development process, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM, Section III.2) was utilized in a
combined setup with CLSM (Section III.3.3) to monitor the fluorescence response of the
labeled network to deformation. Both global and local network deformations were
investigated. A global collapse of the network by drying lead to the expected optical
response by FRET. In controlled humidity, the network globally expanded successively,
responding by reverting the optical response. For localized deformations with defined
forces, the Colloidal Probe (CP) technique in AFM was used. Using a spherical AFM probe
to deform the hydrogel particles, established contact mechanics models were applied
(Section III.2.3) to determine elastic properties of the hydrogel particles. Monitoring the
fluorescence response during indentation of the CP, the conceptualized fluorescence
response could be localized to regions deformed under the CP load. The contact mechanics
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models allowed to estimate the stress resolution of the mechanoresponsive hydrogel
particles to the lower kPa range. Indenting an AFM tip, the spatial resolution of the
mechanoresponse could be determined to the micrometer scale.
Having established preparation and characterization procedures for mechanoresponsive
hydrogel networks, the large parameter space opens the possibilities to further adjust the
sensitivity and resolution of the hydrogel for force sensing. This hydrogel platform could
pave a way for three-dimensional polymeric force sensors.
Chapter VI ultimately offers perspectives on how the mechanoresponsive hydrogel
particle platform could be further developed for application, in regard to customized
sensitivity and mechanical properties. Moreover, certain aspects influencing the response
mechanism could benefit from further elucidation, for example, modeling the network
deformation and stresses acting inside. Therefore, further research projects might ensue
from this thesis. Furthermore, a concept is sketched briefly which combines both
mechanoresponsive materials utilized in this thesis.
Personal contributions. As the results from the Chapters IV and V, and an overview to
recent trends in mechanically defined microgels by droplet microfluidics (cf. Section
III.1.3) were published in journal articles as a collaboration of multiple scientists, I would
like to highlight and elaborate my contributions to the presented and published work.
Chapter IV is published in ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces under the title “Monitoring
the Contact Stress Distribution of Gecko-Inspired Adhesives Using MechanoSensitive Surface Coatings” authored by Jens W. Neubauer, Longjian Xue, Johann Erath,
Dirk-M. Drotlef, Aránzazu del Campo, and Andreas Fery.
JWN performed all of the experiments and evaluation, and prepared the
mechanoresponsive polyelectrolyte brushes and the adhesive microstructures for the
experiments. Further, JWN wrote the manuscript with close support of all other authors.
LX and JWN collaborated in adapting the microstructure preparation for the final
experiment design. JE and DMD performed preliminary experiments and developed the
first experiment design forming the basis for the project. AdC and AF supervised the project
and guided it with in-depth discussions of the results.
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Results from Chapter V are published in ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces under the
title “Mechanoresponsive Hydrogel Particles as a Platform for Three-Dimensional
Force Sensing” authored by Jens W. Neubauer, Nicolas Hauck, Max J. Männel,
Maximilian Seuss, Andreas Fery, and Julian Thiele.
JWN performed most of the experiments, including hydrogel particle preparation,
characterization with AFM and optical microscopy, and determination and evaluation of
the network response. JWN mainly wrote the manuscript with close support of JT and AF.
NH supported in the microfluidic preparation and prepared some hydrogel particle batches.
MJM drafted and refined the design of the microfluidics structure, and supported in the
preparation of the microfluidic structures. MS performed and evaluated humidity swelling
experiments in the revision period. AF and JT supervised the project, guided it with many
in-depth discussions of the results and gave valuable feedback to improve and revise the
manuscript.
A trend article covering a similar topic as discussed in Section III.1.3 was published in
Macromolecular Chemistry and Physics under the title “Mechanically Defined Microgels
by Droplet Microfluidics” authored by Thomas Heida, Jens W. Neubauer, Maximilian
Seuss, Nicolas Hauck, Julian Thiele, and Andreas Fery.
TH, JWN, MS, and NH wrote the manuscript collectively. JT and AF supervised the project
and closely supported the writing process with valuable remarks and discussions.
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III. Status of the Field

Parts of this chapter were adapted from the manuscript of the trend article
“Mechanically Defined Microgels by Droplet Microfluidics”
by Thomas Heida, Jens W. Neubauer, Maximilian Seuss, Nicolas Hauck, Julian Thiele, and
Andreas Fery. Macromol. Chem. Phys. 2017, 218, 1600418.
It is reprinted with permission, whereas the copyright remains with WILEY 2016. The text
and the published figures were adapted to be integrated into this thesis.

III.1. Material Design – Combining Polymer Physics
and Polymer Chemistry
The design of mechanoresponsive polymer structures is based on the understanding of the
components it is constructed from. This chapter serves as an overview of the polymer
physics from single chains to polymer brushes and networks, and the preparation methods
to yield defined polymer brushes and hydrogel networks.

Fundamentals of Polymer Physics
Polymers are chain molecules built up from monomers. Over decades, various models have
been derived to describe the physics of polymers. They are widely explained in
literature.12,13
A simple description for a single chain is a random walk. This means, each step is
independent and can head in any direction, but with a constant step length. The step length
l is a matter of definition. It may be the length of a monomer. Hence, the number of steps
N equals the degree of polymerization. In the ideal chain model, only the step length is
fixed, the direction after each step does not have constrictions (freely jointed segments).
One way to describe the dimension of a chain is the end-to-end distance (Figure III-1A).
By treating each step in the random walk as a vector between two junction points, the endto-end distance of the ideal chain R0 can be calculated (equation (1)).12
(1)
Besides a defined monomer length and freely jointed segments in the ideal chain model,
further constrictions can be considered, such as the bond angle between segments and
preferred conformations depending on the monomers. Whereas the ideal chain can serve as
a scaling model to describe polymers in so-called θ-conditions, e.g. in bulk, excluded
volume interactions of the chains are neglected.12
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Figure III-1. (A) Coiled polymer chain (gray) with indicated end-to-end distance (dashed black line). (B)
Scheme to depict the concept of a polymer entropic spring. Increasing the end-to-end distance
of the chain (gray), entropic forces are arising in opposite direction, comparable to elastic forces
of a spring (dashed black line).

Mentioned excluded volume interactions arise from the finite volume of the segments and
their solvation. In good solvents, polymers are swollen so that their excluded volume needs
to be taken into account. If so, the end-to-end distance is increased with identical N and l,
being called the Flory radius RF (equation (2)).13
(2)
Commonly, the radius of gyration of a chain is used to depict its dimensions. Rotating
around an axis at the radius of gyration, the moment of inertia is equivalent for the chain
and a single point of the same mass. As excluded volume interactions expand the chain, the
radius of gyration scales accordingly (equation (3)).13

(3)

On the level of a single chain segment, its excluded volume is given by vexcl.  l3 so that the
geometrical volume is factored by the dimensionless excluded volume parameter νexcl.
(equation (4)).13
(4)
The Flory-Huggins parameter χ is a measure for interactions between the segments and the
solvent. In θ-conditions, χ = 0.5 so that the excluded volume is zero. In good solvents,
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solvent interactions lead to swelling of the chain (0 < χ < 0.5). Poor solvents lead to collapse
of the polymer (χ > 0.5) so that attractive interactions between segments are preferred.12,13
Solvent interactions are able to stretch polymer chains. Often, the stretching by solvation is
counteracted by chain elasticity. The Rouse model expresses this elasticity, depicting
polymer chains as entropic springs (Figure III-1B). When an individual chain is stretched,
the number of conformational states is reduced with increasing stretching. Accordingly, the
decreased entropy is stored as elastic energy. The relation for the force fchain needed to
stretch a chain or chain segment is a function of the end-to-end distance Δr similar to
Hooke’s law (equation (5)).12
(5)

The spring constant b increases with the thermal energy kBT as entropy increases with
temperature. Further, b is reciprocally dependent on the mean squared end-to-end distance
<Δr2>. The shorter the chain, the lesser the conformational states which are further
restricted upon stretching.
Without explicitly being given in the expression, the solvation conditions of the polymer
can also affect b. As shown above, <Δr2> changes with solvent quality. A chain collapsed
in a poor solvent has a shorter mean squared end-to-end distance than in a good solvent.
Thus, b is expected to be comparably higher in a poor solvent.
As polymer chains are the basic components of the polymer structures introduced in the
following, these very fundamental considerations on individual chains are the basis of
models for polymer brushes and networks.
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Polymer Brushes – Functional and Responsive Surface Coatings
Polymer brushes are structures in which the polymer chains are tethered to a surface at one
end. This boundary condition restricts their conformation and leads to directed interactions,
differing from those of bulk polymers.
The formation of a brush structure is determined mainly by the grafting density of the chains
and the solvent quality χ. In a poor solvent, the polymer is collapsed on the surface. If the
distance s between the chains is sufficiently large, the polymer tends to coil resulting in a
certain radius of gyration. If s is smaller than the radius of gyration, interactions between
neighboring chains constrain the conformation of the tethered chains. Consequently, the
preferable conformation is oriented away from the surface (Figure III-2). A "true polymer
brush" is formed if the brush thickness L is much greater than the polymer chain’s radius
of gyration.14,15
In general, two approaches are used for the generation of polymer brushes. Either the
polymer is synthesized beforehand for grafting to a surface, or polymerized grafting from
a surface.15 By grafting to a surface, it might be challenging to generate a true brush because
the polymer might be attached in coiled conformation (mushroom regime). However,
before providing a deeper insight into the preparation methods and the functionality of
responsive brush structures, the interactions controlling brush conformations are elucidated
in the following.

Figure III-2. Schematic depiction of the mushroom regime (left) and the polymer brush regime (right),
related to grafting distance s and brush thickness L. In the mushroom regime, the polymer is
coiled at the surface, whereas the polymer brush is depicted subdivided into “blobs”.
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Models of Polymer Brushes
The polymer brush conformation is a result of the counteraction of excluded volume
interactions and the entropic restoring forces of the chains. This was first described by
Alexander 16 and de Gennes 17 (AdG). With increasing grafting density σg = s -2 (chains per
unit area), the distance s between tethered chains becomes smaller than their Flory radius.
Dominated by excluded volume interactions, the chains are orientated preferably normal to
the surface. However, the chains can be subdivided into "blobs" with a diameter equal to
the distance s between the tethering points (Figure III-2). The number of monomers per
blob is gD so that the scaling law of Flory (cf. equation (2)) is maintained in each blob
(equation (6)).
(6)
Accordingly, the AdG model depicts a polymer brush as a combination of Flory chains
stacked normal to the surface. Its brush thickness LAdG scales with the grafting density σg
and the number of monomers N (equation (7)).17
(7)

Using a self-consistent field theory, Milner, Witten and Cates (MWC)18 treated the
interactions in polymer brushes as an interplay of excluded volume interactions and
stretching energy. In these mean-fields, the forces acting on every monomer of the structure
are assumed as a constant external field, neglecting local fluctuations. Hence, they depend
on the local concentration of the monomer.
While AdG assumed a constant concentration over the brush thickness (step profile), MWC
found a parabolic concentration profile more suitable, particularly for long chains.18,19
Nevertheless, the brush thickness in equilibrium turned out to follow a similar scaling like
in the AdG model.19
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Polyelectrolyte Brushes
The mentioned theories have been deduced for neutral polymer brushes. Polymers with
charged functional groups along the chain are polyelectrolytes. These charges contribute to
interactions of the polyelectrolyte brush.
Generally, there is a distinction between strong and weak polyelectrolytes. Strong
polyelectrolytes possess permanently charged groups. The charges in weak polyelectrolytes
are pH-sensitive. Polyelectrolyte brushes differ from neutral polymer brushes in the
magnitude of the forces which are extending the structure. The conformation of the chains
is mainly dependent on the osmotic pressure of counter-ions trapped in the polyelectrolyte
brush. This effect is stronger than excluded volume interactions and leads to a swelling of
a polyelectrolyte brush in aqueous media. Similarly, the counteracting force is the chain
entropy which is coiling the chains.
Strong polyelectrolytes have a stretched conformation in aqueous solutions at low ionic
strength. Besides trapped counter-ions, the concentration of mobile ions in the polymer
brush is minor resulting in high electrostatic repulsion between the charged chains (osmotic
brush regime). Remarkably, the resulting brush thickness of a strong polyelectrolyte brush
is independent of the ionic strength and the grafting density σg.20
The overall charge of weak polyelectrolyte brushes is not permanent. It depends on the
dynamic equilibrium of proton association and dissociation of their functional groups. The
concentration of charged groups at a certain pH value depends on their dissociation and can
be calculated with the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation.21,22
In weak polyelectrolyte brushes, the loss in entropy due to the tethering is compensated by
a more coiled conformation. This is induced by shifting the dissociation equilibrium to the
uncharged species.
In the osmotic brush regime, the addition of salt leads to a swelling of the polymer brush.
With increasing concentration of salt in solution, mobile ions migrate into the polymer
brush. These additional charges influence the dissociation equilibrium charged groups so
that an increasing repulsion between the chains can arise. The brush thickness increases
with salt concentration cs (equation (8)). 20,23
(8)
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For both strong and weak polyelectrolyte brushes, the conformation changes when the ionic
strength in solution exceeds the charge concentration of the polyelectrolyte. The charges
along the chains are screened by the added salt. This enables an entropically favored, more
coiled conformation (salted brush regime). Consequently, the brush thickness decreases
with the concentration of salt in solution cs (Figure III-3).20
(9)

Figure III-3. Brush thickness L in logarithmic scale as a function of salt concentration cs for strong (black
solid line) and weak polyelectrolyte brushes (dashed gray line), divided in osmotic brush and
salted brush regime.

Taking the grafting density and the salt concentration into account, Zhulina and Borisov
predicted already a variety of regimes.20,24 In addition to these two parameters, weak
polyelectrolytes are also strongly responsive to pH. Although the polymer physics of brush
structures discussed here give only a basic insight, it is to showcase already the crucial
influence of few parameters to prepare and design responsive surface coatings.

Preparation Strategies and Responsiveness of Polymer Brushes
Already from discussing their physical behavior, it can be derived that polymer brushes and
polyelectrolyte brushes are highly responsive to external triggers, as for instance the
surrounding solvent.25 Attached to colloidal particles, the polymer brush were utilized to
prevent colloidal flocculation.26 Responsive to changes in their surrounding (e.g. solvent,
salt, pH, temperature), switchable behavior is reported for various properties, for example,
mechanics,27 wettability,28,29 friction in immersed30 and dry state,31and adhesion.32,33
For designing polymer brushes as functional materials, the architecture and combination of
the polymers used play a central role.34 In this context, the combination of theory and
22
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practice in synergistic simulation and preparation techniques can lead to a more
fundamental understanding.35 In principle, the preparation of polymer brushes can be
achieved by two approaches, grafting to and grafting from the surface (Figure III-4A).
Developments have led to brush structures in varying architectures and composition.
Grafting to the surface, the polymer is synthesized beforehand and covalently bond or
physisorbed onto the surface. For a covalent bonding, functional groups of the polymer and
the surface are required to match for coupling. Alternatively, parts of the polymer chain can
be physisorbed on the surface so that the polymer is partially collapsed on the surface, and
partially immersed in brush conformation.36

Figure III-4. (A) Scheme of grafting to and grafting from processes to form polymer brushes. (B) Grafting
to and grafting from processes involving bottlebrush structures.

While entropic effects owing to steric interactions might prevent dense surface attachments
in the grafting to approach, the structure can be polymerized grafting from the surface.15
Commonly, an initiator is covalently attached to the surface for a subsequent surface
polymerization. The grafting density is controllable with the concentration of initiator on
the surface. Consequently, a grafting density higher than in the grafting to approach is
possible with chains being able to grow in direct proximity. By lowering the initiator
concentration, the mushroom regime can be achieved as well. In contrast, the grafting to
approach has been demonstrated to render functional polymer brushes, overcoming the
stigma of low grafting density and utilizing the possibilities of bulk polymerization.37
Therefore, a strict classification can only serve for explanatory reasons. Depending on the
desired architecture and composition of the polymer brushes, the combination of surface
23

and bulk polymerization, and grafting approaches bears benefits in versatility. This is
depicted exemplarily in the motif of the bottle brush.
Bottle brushes are polymer chains with side chains forming a brush structure around the
backbone chain. This kind of structure further broadens the possibilities for polymer brush
surface coatings (Figure III-4B).
Having polymerized bottle brushes in solution, they can be adsorbed on a surface so that
the side chains are stretched away from the surface, forming a polymer brush. This was
conducted by Pettersson et al.38 to study the lubrication properties of these coatings under
variation of side chain density and charge of the bottle brush backbone. Instead of solution
polymerization, the bottle brush backbone can be prepared in a surface polymerization of
macromers. Synytska et al.32 prepared such surface grafted bottle brush structures with
thermoresponsiveness for comparing their thermoswitchable adhesion with a model
thermoresponsive polymer brush. Alternatively, a polymer brush is generated on a surface
and side chains are grafted from the polymer brush chains subsequently to form surface
tethered bottle brush. Gunkel et al.39 utilized this method to vary the side chain architecture
for studying the effect on antibiofouling properties of the surface coatings.
Besides versatility in polymer brush architecture,15 patterning and gradients40 were realized
with varying composition,41 grafting density,42 or brush thickness.43,44 These strategies have
been proven to allow control over certain properties, e.g. wettability,45 friction,

38,46

or

adhesion.32
In this perspective, the developments in the preparation and theoretical understanding of
polymer brushes pave the way for their further utilization as a material base for
mechanosensitive surfaces.9,47 Their defined conformational structure allows a predictable
response to mechanical stress. Moreover, the possibilities in preparation offer a broad range
of adjusting the responsiveness of these structures.
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Polymer Networks – Three-dimensional Functional
Polymer Structures‡
As described in the previous paragraphs, polymer brushes are a class of surface coatings
with well-defined interactions normal to the surface. At the same time, this can limit their
dimensionality. Polymer brushes grafted on the surface of rigid particles represent an option
to advance to the third dimension. When aiming for a three-dimensional mechanosensitive
polymeric material, however, a three-dimensional polymer structure with isotropic
mechanical properties is preferred as base. Ideally, the mechanical properties are scalable
with the structure from the molecular level to the whole material.

Polymer Network Models
Polymer networks consist of interconnected chains. Their elasticity originates from the
chain entropy in the network (cf. Rouse model, Section III.1.1), as described in the theory
of Paul Flory and John Rehner.49,50
The crosslinks in polymer networks lead to transmission of acting stress and results in
deformation of the network. Upon mechanical stress, the chain segments between the
junction points are deformed. In a complementary idealized view, the network structure can
be simplified to tetrahedral cells, each depicting one junction point surrounded by four
others. The movement of the central junction point is restricted by the elasticity of the
chains connecting to the corners (Figure III-5A). Hence, the chain elasticity of the
connecting chains makes a displacement of the junction point far from the center less
probable. Upon external stress, the idealized tetrahedral cell is deformed and the
displacement of the central junction point is further restricted by the elongation of the
connecting chains.49
Considering the structural entropy for the whole network from these tetrahedral cells, it
becomes apparent that only segments connected at both ends contribute to the network
elasticity, whereas network imperfections, such as dangling ends and loops cannot (Figure
III-5B).49,51

The topics of the second and third subsection have a thematic overlap with the trend article
“Mechanically Defined Microgels by Droplet Microfluidics” by Heida, Neubauer et al.48
Fragments of the text and selected figures in these sections were reprinted and adapted with
permission, whereas the copyright remains with WILEY 2016.
‡
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Figure III-5. (A) Flory’s concept of a polymer network junction point represented as a tetrahedral cell. (B)
Schematic illustration of network defects (blue).

So far, only the network elasticity has been mentioned. For instance, in hydrogel polymer
networks, additionally solvent interactions come into effect. During the swelling of
polymer networks, the polymer is solvated. An osmotic pressure leads to expansion of the
network meshes. Simultaneously, the network elasticity is counteracting to the osmotic
pressure. As a consequence, the solvation of the chains during crosslinking has a major
effect on the mesh size and, therefore, on the swellability and elasticity.50,52
For an uncharged hydrogel prepared in water, Nikolaos Peppas and Edward Merrill derived
the swelling equilibrium based on the Flory-Rehner theory (equation (10)).53

( 10 )

Equation (10) gives an expression for the molecular weight of a connecting chain Mc
between two junction points. It depends on the molecular weight of the crosslinked primary
chains Mn at which junction points along the chain are generated during crosslinking. The
solvation state is considered by the volume fraction of the polymer in swollen state and in
relaxed state immediately before crosslinking υP,s and υP,r, respectively. ῡP is the specific
volume of the polymer, Vm is the molar volume of the solvent (water).
The deformation of the tetrahedral cells in the direction of the strain is given by the ratio α
of the deformed length to the initial length. For hydrogels prepared in solution, it relates to
the applied tensile stress τtens. as put in equation (11).53
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( 11 )

R is the universal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature during the experiment so that
the first factor of the equation takes the thermal movement of the connecting chains into
account. The second factor consists of a relation of Mc to Mn, expressing a vague measure
for crosslinking density. The solvation state during crosslinking is reflected in the fourth
factor. Having showcased mechanical and solvation influences, the swelling equilibrium
can also be influenced by geometrical constraints54 and ionic contributions from charged
groups in the hydrogel.55
Bridging the scale between the molecular and macroscopic level, the elastic modulus G can
be related to the number density of elastically effective chains ρN,elast (equation (12)).51,56
( 12 )
kB is the Boltzmann constant. Based on the work of Kuhn and Treolar, Flory and Rehner
developed an affine network model. One of its boundary conditions is that the displacement
of the junctions occur in affinity with the macroscopic deformation. Further, the volume
during deformation does not change.57
In contrast, James and Guth presented the phantom network model.58 It bears the
assumption that only junctions at the surface are fixed and in affine deformation with
macroscopic strain. The junctions and chains in the bulk can fluctuate about their mean
values, like “phantoms”.57 Therefore, accounting for the number density of active junctions
ρN,junct., it predicts comparably lower moduli (equation (13)).56,58
( 13 )
These two models can be seen as limiting cases so that the transition has been
investigated.56 In literature, the mechanics of swollen hydrogel networks are discussed in
more detail.57,59,60
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Conceptually, these models allow insight into the network structure from macroscopically
measuring elasticity. But just as well, they offer design criteria for hydrogel networks with
defined mechanical properties.
One central assumption in the Flory-Rehner theory is that the network can be described
with tetrahedral cells of chains with equal contour length (Figure III-5A).49 Whereas this
idealized model is able to describe actual networks during macroscopic deformation,
heterogeneities in the network structure exist and can be resolved with techniques for
deformation on the microscale.61 Accordingly, the scale of the network homogeneity has to
be fitted to the scale of the mechanical actor for preparing an actual network which can be
described with an idealized network.
Alongside with a defined network structure from the micro- to the macroscale, its
mechanical properties need to scale all over the network in the same fashion. By using the
Flory-Rehner model as a blueprint for a homogeneous network, the mechanical properties
on the microscale can be derived from macroscopic experiments.
Furthermore, the model suggests a perfectly crosslinked network structure. Dangling ends
and loops do not contribute to elasticity,51 but occupy volume. Therefore, they too embody
heterogeneity which is to be avoided.
In conclusion, an ideal mechanically defined hydrogel network should consist of chain
segments of the same length and perfect crosslinking for identical mechanical properties all
over the network.
To manage the balancing act of controlling the network from the molecular to larger length
scales, a combined approach might lead to the desired structure. Generating hydrogel
particles with droplet microfluidics, the hydrogel network can be constructed with a variety
of crosslinking strategies while limiting the reaction volume in a droplet, above molecular
and below macroscopic scale.48
In the following, a brief introduction to droplet microfluidics and strategies for generating
hydrogel particles with this technique is given.
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Droplet Microfluidics for the Generation of Hydrogel Particles
Microfluidics is a technique about microliter amounts of fluids in channel structures with
dimensions on the order of several tens of micrometers.62 Since its first applications,63
microfluidics have emerged to an own field of research with various techniques and
applications.62 Among these, droplet microfluidics can be applied for utilizing
microdroplets of defined size as reaction volumes, and for generating emulsions or
particles.64,65
Commonly, microfluidic devices are produced by soft lithography.66,67 In this technique,
the desired microfluidic channel structures are molded with elastomers from positive
structures generated with photolithography. Alternatively, droplet microfluidics can be
performed in glass capillary devices, for instance.68
While soft lithography has the advantage of high reproducibility for manufacturing devices,
however, optimization of the channel structures can be time-consuming. Changes in the
microfluidic structure have to be incorporated in the photolithography masks so that minor
changes demand the repetition of the whole production cycle. Recent developments aim
toward fabrication with additive manufacturing techniques.69
In droplet microfluidics, usually two immiscible fluids are led separately to a junction
where droplets of the disperse phase are formed in the continuous phase. Widely known
geometries for the junction are coaxial, cross-flow, and T-junctions. Depending on the
geometry, the viscosities of the fluids and their surface tension, and the flow rates of the
phases, different regimes can be achieved (Figure III-6).70 Typically, the dripping regime
is used for the controlled formation of droplets. Furthermore, the droplet size can be
controlled by proficient adjustment of the flow rates and utilization of the jetting regime. 71
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Figure III-6. Scheme of flow regimes of immiscible phases (dispersed and continuous phase) for a coaxial
junction (A), a cross-flow junction (B), and a T-junction (C). The dripping, jetting, and stable
co-flow regime are given for each junction in the respective column. Reproduced with
permission and adapted from Nunes et al.70 Copyright IOP Publishing 2013.

For the stabilization of the droplets against coalescence, surfactants are added to the
continuous phase. When hydrogel particles are to be generated, the disperse phase is usually
aqueous. Consequently, hydrocarbon72-75 or fluorocarbon oils76-78 are often chosen for the
continuous phase. Besides the nature and composition of the droplet, the surfactant has to
be chosen with respect to the oil. Often, commercially available surfactants are used in
hydrocarbon oils72-75 and self-synthesized surfactants based on perfluoropolyether
(PFPE)79,80 are used in fluorocarbon oils.76-78
The laminar flow in microfluidic channels causes a circulating flow pattern in the droplets
axiosymmetrical in the flow direction so that both halves are mixed separately. 81 Therefore,
the mixing of droplets in microfluidic structures has been studied in detail.82,83 In particular,
meander structures in varying geometries influence the flow profiles for enhanced mixing
throughout the whole droplet (Figure III-7).84-87
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Figure III-7. (A) Water droplets in oil generated at a T-junction. Starting from a blue and red colored
dispersed phase, the droplets appear violet from mixing. The droplet flow pattern during mixing
in a smooth turning meander structure is visualized (gray arrows). Reproduced with permission
and adapted from Song et al.82 Copyright WILEY 2003. (B) For comparison, droplet flow
patterns during mixing in a sharp turn meander structure. Reproduced with permission and
adapted from Bringer et al.84 Copyright The Royal Society 2004.

Microfluidic mixing and surfactant stabilization might have to be optimized depending on
the hydrogel system. As various as the hydrogel systems are the gelation procedures.
Typically, they are distinguished between on-chip and off-chip. For instance, it is
advantageous to trigger photoinitiated gelation on-chip68 because it ensures identical
exposure on each droplet. Other triggers, such as temperature, might be conducted more
convenient off-chip after collecting the microemulsion in a vial.88
For separating the particles from the continuous phase after reaction or gelation, the
surfactant is removed and the particles are transferred to a different phase (e.g. aqueous for
hydrogel particles). By addition of a poor surfactant, the emulsion breakup can be triggered
to enable a phase transfer of the destabilized hydrogel particles.89,90 Although this step is
usually performed to extract the yielded particles from the collected continuous phase, the
addition of a poor surfactant can as well induce particle coalescence at a defined position
in the microfluidic setup.91
In addition to the possibilities arising from droplet microfluidics, the choice of materials,
reaction and gelation for generating hydrogel particles further enhances the toolbox for
designing mechanically defined hydrogel networks.
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Generation of Hydrogel Particles with Control over Network Structure
As introduced in the previous section, the precise control over microdroplet formation via
microfluidics can be utilized to generate templates for hydrogel particle fabrication.
Microgels are also hydrogel particles, but their terminology usually relates to dimensions
in the colloidal range.92,93 Therefore, the term hydrogel particle is used in this section to
include all kinds of hydrogel microparticles with defined mechanics, tailored properties,
and controlled structure.
Conceptually, hydrogel particles can be polymerized and crosslinked from droplets of
monomers or polymer precursor solutions. This results in differently structured polymer
networks and directly affect their mechanical behavior. The fundamental aspects of
polymer network models are described above.
When hydrogels are generated by free radical polymerization in a microdroplet with
monomer and crosslinker, the resulting network structure is heterogeneous with variations
in crosslinking density.94,95 In this context, Di Lorenzo et al. investigated the effect of
heterogeneities on network elasticity.61 By varying the amount of crosslinking moieties in
linear precursor chains, heterogeneities were induced purposely in the polymer network.
The effect on the mechanics of the network structure could be elucidated by probing the
elasticity on different length scales.
In general, macromolecular precursors can not only be advantageous to gain control over
crosslinking heterogeneities. Moreover, synthesizing the polymer precursors beforehand
offers control over the chain length, the number of adjacent chains, and the position of
crosslinking moieties via well-established polymer synthesis methods.
With this broad range of parameters in polymer precursor design, hydrogel particles can be
adapted to their designated application, for example as platform for cell cultivation. It was
shown that the elasticity of the microenvironment can influence the lineage specification of
stem cells.7 Offering the possibility to encapsulate cells with droplet microfluidics, the
hydrogel can serve as 3D microenvironment resembling the one of the natural extracellular
matrix (ECM)96 with the potential to influence cell differentiation also on the particle
level.76 Therefore, many concepts for hydrogels with defined or tunable mechanics
discussed here aim for an application in biotechnology.
As for other aspects, the crosslinking strategy is considered in accordance with the
application. To avoid potentially cell-harming UV-initiated crosslinking in the presence of
living cells, bio-orthogonal reaction schemes have been in the focus of recent research. 97
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Widely applied gelation routes are based on Michael-type additions75,76,98,99 and click
chemistry.73,100 Alternatively, supramolecular and ionic interactions 74,101-103 as well as
enzymatic crosslinking,78,104 but also UV-initiated crosslinking are utilized.68
As important as the choice of the crosslinking strategy is the choice of the materials for
hydrogel formation. In addition to mechanical demands, further requirements have to be
taken into account, such as the integration of functional groups for cell adhesion for the
already mentioned application in cell cultivation. On the one hand, biopolymers, as for
instance gelatin or collagen, offer binding sites analog to the ECM in living tissues, but
tend to be polydisperse in chain length. On the other hand, synthetic polymers can be
yielded with low polydispersity, but might lack of binding sites for cells or even
biocompatibility. These material demands and applications are discussed elsewhere.105-107
In the following, the variety in integrating especially mechanical, but also other
functionalities in hydrogel particles is showcased by individual concepts. The selection is
almost exclusively limited to hydrogel particles prepared with microfluidics.
Based on the biopolymer agarose, hydrogel particles with variation in elasticity could be
fabricated by utilizing microfluidics for mixing precursor solutions of two concentrations
(Figure III-8).88 By varying the concentration in the resulting droplets, a 35-fold variation
of the shear elastic modulus was reported. Also by blending agarose with modified gelatin,
tunable stiffness could be achieved.78 While agarose was gelled thermally in both cases, the
gelatin had been modified for peroxidase-catalyzed crosslinking. To enable photo-initiated
radical crosslinking, gelatin can be functionalized with methacrylate.68
With synthetic polymers, precursors of varying length and composition can be employed
to control the network formation and its resulting properties.72,99 Functionalization of the
synthetic precursors can, for instance, include integrins as cell binding sites,75 but also
peptides for enzymatic reactions.98

Figure III-8. Microfluidic structure for blending two streams with differing agarose concentration to adjust
the mechanical properties of the agarose particles after gelation. Reproduced with permission
and adapted from Kumachev et al.88 Copyright Elsevier 2011.
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Besides functionality for biochemical interactions, mechanical functionality can be
integrated in hydrogel particles. By coating core hydrogel particles of the thermoresponsive
poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) with polyacrylamide (PAAm), core-shell
particles with switchable elasticity could be generated.108 The adhesion was independent of
the temperature in contrast to the behavior of pure PNIPAAm. Inversing the morphology,
PAAm/PNIPAAm core-shell particles were reported to enable temperature-triggered
release of macromolecules.109 Grafting PNIPAAm sidechains into a hydrogel network, the
resulting particles were found to switch elastic moduli with temperature (Figure III-9).73

Figure III-9. Scheme of thermoresponsive hydrogel particles switching elasticity. The network is prepared
from two precursors (red and black) with thermoresponsive PNIPAAm sidechains as dangling
ends (blue). Reproduced with permission and adapted from Hackelbusch et al.73 Copyright
WILEY 2015.

Mechanics of a hydrogel network cannot only be switchable. Also, triggered degradation
of networks is reported, for example, by disengaging ionic crosslinks in competitive
complexation,74 and by pH-triggered cleavage.100
Utilizing switchability of hydrogels, efforts are invested in the direction of particle-based
actuators.110 Photostructured hydrogels were actuating in valve applications,111 as well as
hydrogel particles.112
In the perspective of the design of mechanoresponsive hydrogel particles, actuation and
fluorescence in hydrogels were coupled,113 but also pH- and thermoresponsiveness was
incorporated for fluorescence response in hydrogel particels.114
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III.2. Atomic Force Microscopy – Applying Forces
and Investigating Mechanics
For the mechanical characterization of polymers, standardized methods are established to
determine their specifics, such as the elastic modulus by tensile tests (e.g. DIN EN ISO
527) or bending tests (e.g. DIN EN ISO 178). Additionally, viscoelasticity in polymers
causes mechanics to be dependent on temperature, time, and the rate of deformation. Also,
standardized tests can be conducted to determine this behavior (e.g. DIN EN ISO 6721).
Standard measurements are usually performed with standardized specimens in the context
of commercial and industrial applications to ensure comparability. These measurements are
usually macroscopic approaches giving mechanical properties averaged over the whole
specimen body. However, macroscopic approaches are also applied in the context of
research, e.g. by tensile,115,116 compression,117,118 and rheology tests73,88,119 on hydrogels. In
contrast, microscopic approaches probe the sample on a smaller order of magnitude.
Especially in the context of polymer networks, microscopic methods are able to elucidate
mechanical heterogeneities.61 Thus, the combination of different methods probing various
length scales can assist in understanding specific properties.120
For the microscopic approaches, indentation experiments are among the most prominent
examples. They can be performed both on macroscopic and microscopic samples. Whereas
the size of the probe is key in indentation experiments, further methods are suitable for
microscopic samples. Besides the renowned atomic force microscopy discussed in the
following sections, microparticle hydrogel systems are investigated with optical
tweezers,121 or micropipettes.78
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Principles of Atomic Force Microscopy
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a scanning probe microscopy technique developed by
Binnig et al.6 The underlying principle is the detection of forces arising from long- and
short-range interactions between the probe and the sample.
In AFM, the probe usually is a tip located at the end of a cantilever. For imaging a sample,
the cantilever or the specimen stage are moved with piezo actuators to scan in x- and ydirection (tip scanner or sample scanner). Also in z-direction, piezo actuators approach and
retract the cantilever. The interaction forces between the probe and the sample deflect the
cantilever. Its deflection is determined with an optical lever by focusing a laser on the
cantilever. The laser is reflected onto a 4-quadrant photodiode allowing to detect vertical
and lateral cantilever deflections from the optical lever deflections as changing voltage in
the photodiode. Originally, AFM was developed as an imaging technique. Capable of
detecting forces on the nanoscale, it is also used for the quantification of interactions and
mechanical properties.122,123
For imaging, the tip is scanned over the sample surface, recording interactions spatially
resolved to generate an image. Utilizing a feedback loop between the z-piezo actuator and
the photodiode, the deflection of the cantilever can be kept constant by compensating
deflection changes with z-adjustments. By correlating the x- and y-position during scanning
with the z-position from the feedback, a three-dimensional image can be generated (Figure
III-10). Alternatively, z is not changed so that the deflection of the optical lever is recorded
spatially resolved. In contrast to the former, the force during scanning is not constant as the
deflection of the cantilever changes. In both modes, strong shear forces are acting on the
tip and the sample during scanning.
In intermittent contact mode or TappingMode™, the cantilever is vibrating close to its
resonance, resulting in intermittent contact of the tip. The shear forces are reduced, but
during damping, a complex combination of forces appears.124 Similarly, a threedimensional image is generated by scanning the sample and adjusting z in a feedback loop
for maintaining a predefined damped cantilever amplitude.125 The phase shift during
damping can change depending on the elasticity of the sample. Therefore, variations in the
elasticity of the sample can be visualized in the phase image qualitatively. 126
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Further, the AFM has been employed as a base for spatially resolved measurements of
electrical properties,127-129 or infrared spectroscopy, for instance.130

Figure III-10. Schematic setup of an atomic force microscope. For imaging, a tip probe at the apex of a
cantilever is scanned over a surface utilizing piezo elements (not shown). Surface interactions
with the probe change the deflection of the cantilever, detected via an optical lever onto a
photodiode. From this data, an image can be generated.

Force Measurements with Atomic Force Microscopy
AFM is based on the interactions between the probe and the sample. They are detected by
the deflection of a cantilever spring over an optical lever. As a consequence, local
interaction forces can be quantified in force measurements. Vice versa, defined contact
forces can be applied in imaging. In the following, a brief introduction to AFM force
measurements is given. Detailed information to this widely applied technique is found in
the review by Butt, Capella, and Kappl.122
In force measurements, long-range, short-range, and contact interactions of the probe and
a sample can be determined. For this purpose, the deflection of the cantilever and the
displacement of the z-piezo actuator are recorded (Figure III-11).
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Figure III-11. Exemplary deflection-displacement curve of an AFM cycle, consisting of approach (dark red
line) and retraction (blue line).

When a cantilever is approached to a surface, no interactions are measured at large distances
(baseline). Closer to the surface, attractive and repulsive long- and short-range interactions
can deflect the cantilever. If the attractive interaction exceeds the elastic energy of the
cantilever, it snaps toward the surface (jump to contact). In contact with the surface, the
cantilever is deflected linearly according to Hooke’s law.
Upon retraction, the deflection is decreased linearly. If adhesive interactions are present,
the cantilever can be deflected negatively. When the elastic energy of the cantilever exceeds
the adhesion, the probe is detached from the surface (jump off contact) to the baseline
deflection.
As a cantilever is a Hookean spring, the interaction forces between the probe and the sample
can be quantified if the spring constant of the cantilever kc and its deflection δ is known
(equation (14)).
( 14 )
By deflecting the cantilever on a non-deformable substrate, δ is in a linear relationship with
the displacement of the z-piezo actuator. Simultaneously, the deflection of the optical lever
is measured as photodiode signal U. Therefore, the relation between the z-piezo
displacement and U can be determined from the slope of deflection-displacement curves as
the optical lever sensitivity SOLS. To calculate δ from U, the inverted optical lever sensitivity
([SInvOLS] = nm/V) is used (equation (15)).
( 15 )
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Further, the spring constant kc of the cantilever must be known to quantify forces. It can
only be calculated, if its dimensions and its material composition are known exactly
(equation (16)).131

( 16 )

The Young’s modulus of the cantilever is denoted as Ec; wc, Lc, and tc are its width, length,
and thickness. Particularly, variations in the thickness strongly influence the spring constant
so that various experimental calibration methods were developed.132-134 For example,
Hutter and Bechhoefer showed that kc can be determined from the thermal fluctuations of
the cantilever. Undisturbed from sample interactions, the cantilever is assumed as harmonic
oscillator deflected from the thermal energy kBT. According to the equipartition theorem,
the thermal energy is equal to the vibrational energy (equation (17)). Plotting the power
spectra of the vibrational frequency, the mean square deflection <ΔZc2> of the cantilever
can be fitted from the fundamental resonance peak enabling the determination of kc.132
Higher vibrational modes are taken into account by correction factors.122

( 17 )

After the calibration of the sensitivity and the spring constant, the forces acting on the
cantilever can be calculated according to equation (18).
( 18 )
Depending on the experiment, the force is evaluated as a function of the separation from
the sample surface D or as a function of the indentation d of the sample. In the idealistic
case of no forces acting between the cantilever and the sample surface, D is identical to the
z piezo-displacement Zp. The sample and the probe come into contact at Zp = 0.
Owing to attractive or repulsive surface interactions, the cantilever can be deflected out of
contact, even in long ranges. Then, the actual separation D is a combination of the z-piezo
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displacement and the deflection of the cantilever. Thus, D is calculated from the piezo
displacement Zp and the cantilever deflection δ (equation (19)).122

( 19 )

If repulsive forces act on the cantilever, D becomes larger than Zp (U > 0); if attractive
forces act on the cantilever, D becomes smaller than Zp (U < 0).
In contact, Zp causes both a deflection of the cantilever δ and an indentation d into the
sample. By definition, Zp is negative in contact. Accordingly, d can be calculated as
negative separation (equation (20)).
( 20 )
Applying these relations, the deflection-displacement data of the cantilever can be
converted to force-deformation curves of the sample for the evaluation of mechanical
properties (Figure III-12). It needs to be stressed that the conversion is crucially dependent
on the absolute value the contact point is defined to. For surface interactions of infinitely
hard samples, the contact point usually is determined at the intersection between the
baseline and the constant compliance deflection of the cantilever. For deformable materials,
the onset of a restoring force of the sample can be taken as contact point. For deformable
materials with repulsive long interactions, the determination of contact can be
ambiguous.122
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Figure III-12. Exemplary illustration of the conversion from a deflection-displacement curve, consisting of
approach (dark red line) and retraction (blue line). The deflection-displacement curve
comprises cantilever deflection and sample deformation; the force-separation curve depicts
solely the interactions and contact deformation of the sample.

Colloidal Probe Technique and Continuum Contact Models
The measured force depends on the distance, but also on the interaction area.122 For curved
surfaces, the interaction area and distance geometrically depends on the curvature of the
surfaces. By the Derjaguin approximation,135 the relation between the interaction energy w
and the measured force F is given (equation (21)), taking the curvature of the two
interacting surfaces into account with the effective radius Reff.
( 21 )

For interpreting and evaluating AFM force data, the AFM probe’s radius of curvature must
be known. AFM tip radii are usually in the order of 10 nm.122 With dimensions below the
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optical diffraction limit, it has to be determined by electron microscopy. Moreover, the tip
radius is susceptible to changes due to tip wear during experiments.
These uncertainties in the experiment can be overcome by using spherical micrometer-sized
particles, so-called colloidal probes (CPs).136,137 Usually, silica or glass beads are attached
to cantilevers.122 CP-AFM has been applied to investigate not only colloidal forces,136-138
but also, for instance, electrostatic interactions,

139,140

adhesion,141 and interactions of

polymer brushes.36,142,143
The contact interactions of a CP with polymer particles can be described with continuum
contact mechanics.108,144-146 In contrast to actual materials consisting of molecular,
subordinate and superordinate structures, the continuum theory idealizes materials to be
dividable into infinitesimal small units. Continuum mechanics is based on this theory to
describe the behavior of matter under load and deflection. A comprehensive introduction
to this field is published by Lai et al. 147
Originally, Heinrich Hertz148 derived the deformation d of two macroscopic elastic spheres
(equation (22)).
( 22 )

Knowing the effective radius Reff of the CP and the deformed particle, their reduced
Young’s modulus K can be evaluated from AFM force-deformation. It consists of the
Young’s moduli Ei and the Poisson ratios νi of the two deformed bodies. Often, the
contribution of the rigid CP to K is considered to be negligibly small when deforming
polymeric particles.144
Certain assumptions are preconditions for the Hertz model, such as the deformed bodies
are elastic and isotropic, the contact area is small compared to the bodies, there is no surface
roughness, and the deforming pressure is exactly normal.148 As a consequence, effects
which are more dominating on the microscale, e.g., adhesion or friction, are neglected. This
is reflected in the predicted contact area, expressed as contact radius aHertz (equation (23)).

( 23 )
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The Hertzian contact area is determined solely by the geometry, elasticity, and applied force
(Figure III-13A). In the model of Johnson, Kendall and Roberts (JKR), adhesion was
treated as a major contribution to the contact interactions 149 so that hereinafter the
interaction energy w is specified to the work of adhesion. The contact area results from an
equilibrium of the mechanical work from the applied load, the elastic energy and the surface
energy of the deformed bodies, giving aJKR (equation (24)).

( 24 )

Besides the JKR model, also the model of Derjaguin, Müller and Toporov (DMT) considers
additional interactions as significant contribution to the contact forming between two
interacting spheres.150 In contrast to the equilibrium consideration of JKR, the DMT model
focusses on the short range interactions outside the contact area to influence the contact
radius aDMT (equation (25)).

( 25 )

Despite differing assumptions, both the JKR and the DMT model assume larger contact
radii than the Hertz model owing to interactions in addition to elastic contributions (Figure
III-13B).

Figure III-13. Schematic depictions of the contact areas of two interacting spheres at a given force F, applied
with AFM for the Hertz model (A) and the JKR model (B).

With the Hertz model neglecting adhesion, the contact radius of the JKR and the Hertz
model is identical, if the work of adhesion w becomes zero. Utilizing interference
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microscopy to monitor the contact area in the experiment, the soft colloidal probe (SCP)
technique can be applied to determine w.151 Employing elastomer spheres as cantilever
probes, the load F is varied to investigate changes in the size of the contact area. Knowing
the elastic moduli of both the sample and the SCP, w can be interpolated from the dataset
of load-dependent contact radii.
Whereas an applied load results in a certain contact area, the pressure is not distributed
uniformly over the contact area, but a pressure distribution under the CP is derived in all
mentioned contact models. For the JKR model, an analytical description of the pressure
distribution p(r) is given in equation (26).9,152

( 26 )

The local pressure p is expressed as a function of the radial distance r from the center of
the contact area with radius a. Consisting of two terms, p0 is independent of the work of
adhesion w and more dominant at small radii and decreasing with r, whereas the term p1
(comprising w) becomes more dominant when r reaches a.
Visualizing the pressure distribution, it becomes more obvious that adhesion is acting rather
at the edges of the contact area, observable as “negative pressure”.(Figure III-14).

Figure III-14. JKR pressure profile in the contact area for two interacting spheres with Reff = 30 µm, E1 = 2
MPa, E2 = 2 GPa, ν1 = ν2 = 0.5, w = 1 mJ/m2, and a load of F = 10 nN, resulting in a contact
radius of a = 1.75 µm. The inset schematically illustrates the position of the local pressures.
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As short range interactions outside the contact area and adhesion can be present in varying
ratio, Maugis managed to develop a model combining the DMT and the JKR theory as
limiting cases.153 Moreover, in the mechanical characterization of soft particles with AFM,
differing contact models might be applicable for the contact to the substrate and the
cantilever. To account for this, Glaubitz et al.154 applied a mixed double contact model
combining the JKR and the Hertz model.
In addition to the presented contact models and the mentioned development in this topic, a
more detailed, comprehensive insight is given by Korayem and Taheri.155
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III.3. Fluorescence Effects – Optical Responses
to Changes in Environment
Fluorescence
Fluorescence is an effect of luminescence. Explained in more detail below, it arises from
the relaxation of an excited electronic state in the fluorescing molecule, the fluorophore.
Therefore, fluorescence is based on the absorption and emission of light. As it is sensitive
to changes in the environment of the fluorophore, fluorescence enables to optically
investigate or follow processes.
Among a huge body of literature, a comprehensible access to this interdisciplinary field can
be found in the textbook of Joseph R. Lakowicz,156 on which the following fundamentals
are based on.
Prior to fluorescence, an electronically excited state needs to be generated in the
fluorophore, normally by the absorption of a photon. The resulting transition between a
relaxed and an excited state happens within femtoseconds, quicker than the displacement
of nuclei. Depending on the electronic and vibrational state, the probability densities of an
electron varies locally. Therefore, a transition occurs only if the energy of the absorbed
photon is equivalent to an allowed transition, according to the Franck-Condon principle157159

(Figure III-15, blue arrow). In the diagram, an allowed transition is depicted as a vertical

step from the relaxed to an energetically higher state with probability density of an electron
while maintaining the position on the ordinate of nuclei because the electronic transition is
quicker than the nuclei displacement. If the energy of the photon does not match such an
allowed transition, no absorption and, consequently, no change in electronic or vibrational
state occurs.
If a photon is absorbed, the fluorophore is excited to the singlet states S1 or S2, depending
on the energy of the photon. Simultaneously, a higher vibrational state might be reached,
e.g. from vibrational ground state in S0 to second vibrational state in S1 (as depicted in
Figure III-15). Within picoseconds, the transition is followed by a relaxation to the
vibrational ground state in S1 owing to internal conversion, as for instance, energy is
dissipated in molecular collisions. In comparison, this relaxation is quicker than
fluorescence with typical lifetimes in the order of 10 ns.156
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Eventually, fluorescence occurs: a photon is emitted during the transition from the excited
to the ground state, again following the Franck-Condon principle (Figure III-15, green
arrow).

Figure III-15. Schematic examples of allowed transitions during absorption (blue arrow) and emission (green
arrow) between two singlet states of a fluorophore according to the Franck-Condon principle.

In the diagram, the length of the arrows for absorption (blue) and emission (green) is
equivalent to the energy of the photons absorbed and emitted in the process. Hence, the
fluorescence spectra of fluorophores are red-shifted to their absorption spectra in general.
The chosen example already gave an impression on the variety of processes able to occur.
Usually, these excitation and relaxation process paths are overviewed in a Jablonski
diagram (Figure III-16).

Figure III-16. Jablonski diagram with various excitation and deactivation processes. Solid arrows depict
radiative processes, absorbing or emitting a photon, dotted arrows depict non-radiative
processes, and curved arrows depict transitions from the singlet (Sx) to another electronic state
(triplet, T1) or another molecule (acceptor, A Sx).
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When a fluorophore is in the excited state, it can be deactivated in several processes under
emission of a photon (radiative) or without any photon emission (non-radiative).
Fluorescence is a radiative deactivation process.
Another radiative process is phosphorescence. It originates from an intersystem crossing
from the singlet state S1 to the triplet state T1. In T1, the excited electron is in the same spin
orientation as the remaining ground-state electron so that the transition to the ground state
is forbidden. As a consequence, the deactivation rate is slower than for fluorescence.
Phosphorescence lifetimes are typically in the order of milliseconds to seconds.156
Moreover, non-radiative deactivation processes are possible, comprising quenching, further
internal conversion, photobleaching from chemical degradation (destruction of the
fluorophore), and energy transfer to another molecule. The latter is non-radiative but can
lead to the luminescence of the energy transfer partner, as discussed in the section
below.156,160
As a measure to specify the fluorescence of a fluorophore, the quantum yield is defined as
the ratio of the fluorescence rate and the sum of all radiative and non-radiative deactivation
rates.156
In this regard, changes in the non-radiative deactivation rates can be determined
experimentally as a change in fluorescence intensity, in particular from quenching. In
general, it can be distinguished between dynamic and static quenching. Dynamic quenching
is the deactivation of a fluorophore in excited state, e.g. by molecular collisions. In static
quenching, the fluorescence is completely suppressed by the formation of a nonfluorescent
complex between a quencher and a fluorophore in electronic ground state.156
The decrease in fluorescence from quenching is expressed in the Stern-Volmer equation
(27).161,162

( 27 )

The fluorescence without quenching and in presence of a quencher is Fl0 and Fl,
respectively. It is dependent on the quenching rate kq, the quencher concentration [Q], and
the unquenched lifetime of the fluorophore τ0. Both for static and dynamic quenching, the
ratio Fl0 / Fl increases linearly with [Q], but also intermediate states comprising both
mechanisms have been reported in which Fl0 / Fl increases nonlinearly.163 Time-resolved
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fluorescence measurements can help to identify the quenching mechanism by elucidating
the lifetime.
Quenching effects were utilized in manifold concepts for sensing the environment of
fluorophores, e.g. by employing oxygen as quencher,162 and for detecting the presence of
halides,164 heavy metal ions,165 or biomolecules.166 Also, quenching effects have been
utilized to monitor conformational changes in macromolecules for mechanosensing (cf.
Section III.4).9,167
Quenching may not only originate from molecules in the environment of the fluorophore,
but also self-quenching can appear, for example, owing to intramolecular quenchers168 or
the formation of non-fluorescent dimers.169
Besides quenching, also energy transfer to another molecule is a deactivation process, often
exploited experimentally. It is introduced in the following section.

Förster Resonance Energy Transfer
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is an effect competing with fluorescence and
other deactivation processes of excited fluorophores. By dipole-dipole interactions, energy
can be transferred from an excited fluorophore, the donor, to an acceptor in close proximity.
Essentially, the donor is absorbing light, whereas the acceptor is emitting light.
This effect is named after Theodor Förster. He described the transfer in the late 1940s, 170,171
further advancing models of dipolar energy transfer from Jean and Francis Perrin.172,173
The efficiency of the effect is critically dependent on the distance between the donor and
the acceptor, typically in the range of 1 – 10 nm.174 Therefore, it has been utilized as a
“spectroscopic ruler”.175 By adequate labeling, FRET is suitable for detecting molecular
interactions176,177 and for monitoring conformational changes.178-180
In the following, the fundamentals of FRET are described. More detailed explanations and
further literature can be found in the textbook of Robert M. Clegg.160
As stated above, a fluorophore can be excited electronically by absorption of a photon
according to the Franck-Condon principle. During FRET, the excited donor fluorophore is
transferring energy to an acceptor fluorophore. From this transfer, the donor is deactivated
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non-radiatively, whereas the acceptor ends up in electronically excited state from the
transferred energy. Then, the excited acceptor is able to emit a photon.
However, there are two essential preconditions for FRET: There must be an overlap of the
emission spectra of the donor and the absorption spectra of the acceptor. Further, the donor
and the acceptor have to be in close proximity. The reasons for these preconditions are due
to the underlying dipole-dipole interactions of the energy transfer.160
Assuming the donor in excited state as an oscillating dipole, it generates an electric field in
its surrounding. Only in close proximity, an interaction with the dipole of an acceptor is
possible. In case of resonance of both dipoles, energy can be transferred from the donor to
the acceptor. However, the resonance condition depends that the energy for the transition
between the initial and final state must match exactly for both molecules. With FRET being
competitive to donor fluorescence, the energy transferrable from the donor in excited state
corresponds to the donor fluorescence spectra. Vice versa, the absorption spectra of the
acceptor fluorophore correspond to the energy required for electronic excitation.
Accordingly, the energetic resonance condition between donor and acceptor can be
depicted as spectral overlap. After FRET, the acceptor fluorophore is in excited state,
enabling the emission of a photon.160
Despite the explanatory depiction of overlapping spectra, indeed no photons are generated
during the actual FRET process, which conceptually would not limit the distance between
the FRET donor and acceptor.
Owing to the nature of the underlying dipole-dipole interactions, however, the transfer rate
kt is critically dependent on the distance between the donor and the acceptor rDA (equation
28)).160

( 28 )

Without FRET, the excited state of the donor decays at a certain rate τD-1, the inverse of its
decay time. FRET is an additional deactivation path of the donor that competes with donor
fluorescence and other non-radiative deactivation paths of the donor. Approaching an
acceptor to the donor, kt increases with decreasing rDA. At the distance of one Förster radius
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RFö, the energy transfer and the other deactivation processes of the donor occur at the same
rate.
Consequently, the decay time in close proximity of an acceptor τDA is shorter than the decay
time τD without an acceptor present. In accordance, the decay rates τDA-1 and τD-1 are the
sum of all deactivation rates with and without an acceptor in proximity, respectively.
Therefore, the transfer rate kt can also be expressed as their difference (equation (29)).160

( 29 )

Eventually, the efficiency of the transfer can be calculated from the decay times with and
without the presence of an acceptor (equation (30)).160

( 30 )

Ensuing from these considerations, one can find an expression to describe the FRET
efficiency as a function of the donor-acceptor distance rDA (equation (31)).160

( 31 )

Knowing these relations, it becomes clear how FRET can be used as a spectroscopic ruler.
The decay time is determined from the intensity decay of the FRET donor after an excitation
pulse. Thus, advanced microscopy techniques, such as Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging (cf.
Section III.3.3), even allow to measure the FRET efficiency and deduce the molecular
distance of donor and acceptor fluorophores with high spatial resolution (Figure III-17).
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Figure III-17. Exemplary plot of the FRET efficiency as a function of the donor-acceptor distance, based on
a Förster radius of RFö = 7.0 nm.

Although photobleaching is a deactivation pathway potentially interfering with FRET
measurements, it can be used selectively for an intensity-based determination of the FRET
efficiency.160 In general, intensity-based determination of FRET might seem intuitive at
first glance, but effects, as for instance spectral bleeding, can induce errors in the intensity
measurements. Spectral bleeding originates from overlapping emission spectra of donor
and acceptor: It is the detection of the donor emission in the acceptor channel and vice
versa. Therefore, it needs to be compensated in the evaluation. Despite software plugins
being available for evaluation,181 it requires calibration samples of the donor and the
acceptor independently, challenging the preparation procedures of the samples.
With the resolution of a “spectroscopic ruler” of FRET techniques, the variety of processes
that might occur on molecular level requires sophisticated evaluation and interpretation of
the data so that a variety of FRET imaging detection methods have been developed and
proposed.182
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Origins and Developments of Confocal Microscopy
Optical microscopy can serve to localize and quantify fluorescence or FRET. For threedimensional imaging, confocal microscopy can be utilized. Confocal microscopes exhibit
an increased resolution by sectioning the focal plane. 183
Their fundamental difference to conventional microscopy is the way the image is generated.
Usually, a condenser is used for evenly illuminating the specimen, and an objective lens is
used for generating the image of the specimen in the whole field of view. The depth of field
can be large so that stray light from planes out of focus can lead to blurring.
In 1957, Marvin Minsky submitted a patent for a microscope, illuminating and imaging
only a single point in the focal plane: the confocal microscope (Figure III-18A). Its light
path starts with a point light source focused on a single point within the specimen. For
imaging, an objective lens is focused on the very same point, guiding the light to a detector.
A pinhole is mounted in the optical path aligned with an image of the specimen. Thus, only
light from the focal plane can pass through – light outside the focal plane is blocked. The
image is generated by scanning the specimen and detecting the intensity spatially resolved
for each pixel. It is sufficient to use the same objective lens for illumination and imaging.
Then, an additional dichroic mirror is required to split the illuminating and imaging path
(Figure III-18B).184

Figure III-18. Excerpts from the original patent of Marvin Minsky.184 (A) Optical path of the confocal
observation. From the left, only a confocal volume is illuminated (object D); on the right, only
the confocal volume is observed. (B) Optical path for independent illumination and observation
of a specimen utilizing a dichroic mirror (object 17).

The confocal principle is also beneficial for fluorescence microscopy techniques. Even if
the exciting light is focused to one point in the specimen, the excitation cone is extended
above and below the focal plane.185 Fluorescence arising from this area out of focus can
potentially blur the image. Similarly, it is blocked at the pinhole in a confocal setup.
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Originally, the optical path was fixed, and the sample stage was scanned. Therefore, the
optics needed to be optimized for imaging a single point solely, whereas in conventional
microscopy the requirement for objective lenses is higher as they should be capable to
capture the whole field of view in equal quality.186 Soon, the advantages in combining
scanning fluorescence microscopy with other scanning techniques, such as AFM, were
exploited.187 Up to now, stage scanning is still comparably slow owing to the high precision
needed for translation. Further, the stage translation can raise difficulties when imaging
delicate specimens or in liquid environment. For instance, in biological setups sample
fixation might be unwanted, but the use of stage scanners can lead to sample movement
during imaging.183
This limitation is overcome in the confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM). It was
developed by Åslund et al. in the 1980s.188 For confocal setups, lasers are appealing as an
illumination source because of their coherent monochromatic light and high intensity.183
Scanning mirrors were integrated to the optical path. 188 This technique is still employed in
commercially available CLSMs.189 Besides mirror scanners, alternative techniques have
been developed, as for instance, spinning-disk microscopes.190 The key feature of spinningdisk microscopes is a disk with an arrangement of multiple pinholes that is used instead of
a single pinhole. Upon disk-spinning, the imaged is generated with multiple pinholes in
parallel. However, their higher imaging speed is at the cost of resolution and flexibility
(fixed pinhole size).183
Ultimately, the optical resolution in confocal microscopy is limited by diffraction. Emitting
fluorophores are point light sources, but the smallest feature that can be focused is of the
size of an Airy disk, originating from the so-called point spread function. Therefore, the
ultimate lateral resolution limit is given by the radius of the Airy disk rAiry (equation
(32)).183

( 32 )

The Airy radius depends on the wavelength λ of the point source as well as the numerical
aperture NAobj of the objective lens used for imaging. If the distance between two point
sources is larger than the radius of the Airy disk, they can be resolved conceptually.
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Practically, further optical effects are also deciding for the resolution limit, such as
abberations of the lenses used and the quality of the microscope alignment.183
Analog, the axial resolution is the minimum distance zmin of two point sources along axial
direction at which they are distinguishable as separate points (equation (33)).183,191

( 33 )

η is the refractive index of the medium. The Airy disk and the axial resolution determine
the confocal volume, but they are dependent on the wavelength. Thus, the confocal volume
excited in the specimen differs from the confocal volume observed in fluorescence confocal
microscopy. It can be visualized as an ellipsoid (Figure III-19).

Figure III-19. Geometrical visualization of the confocal volume.

Although the confocal volume is usually larger owing to instrumentation, its maximum
axial and lateral resolution is given in equation (34).183

( 34 )

Typical values for η/NAobj are greater than one (η/NAobj > 1). It becomes apparent that
physically the lateral resolution is higher than the axial resolution. As the pinhole plays an
essential role for resolution, its size is usually in the order of the image of an Airy disk,
corresponding to 1 Airy unit (AU). Resolution is lost when the pinhole is opened too
wide.192 Employed for blocking light, the pinhole limits the intensity of light inciding into
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the detector, which is commonly a photomultiplier tube or a charge-coupled device
(CCD).183
Aside from highly resolved fluorescence intensity images, spatially resolved spectral
information can be advantageous particularly for systems with several fluorophores. In
conventional and confocal fluorescence microscopy, the image is generated from the light
intensity of the emission blocking stray light or the emission of other fluorophores by
bandwidth filters. By integrating a diffraction grating between the pinhole and the detector,
the inciding light can be spectrally unmixed for detection.183,189 The observed wavelength
range is subdivided in spectral ranges so that intensity images of each spectral range are
taken. In other words, emission spectra are recorded for each pixel. Displayed in the
corresponding color of each spectral range, these images can be merged to a true color
fluorescence image.
Moreover, this spectral detection allows imaging and distinguishing fluorophores with
overlapping emission spectra. When fluorophores are detected in spectral bands over their
fluorescence emission range, as conducted conventionally, emission overlaps with
concurring fluorophores can lead to spectral bleeding. This can distort the actual image by
multiple detection of the very same fluorophore intensity in various spectral bands - the
fluorophores can “bleed” in other detection channels. By spectral unmixing, this artifact
can be compensated owing to the higher spectral resolution in intensity.193
Accordingly, FRET can be visualized via spectral unmixing as the transfer leads to an
increase in FRET acceptor emission and a decrease in FRET donor emission, shifting the
detected fluorescence color. Alternatively, fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) can serve
to spatially resolve FRET as the transfer is an additional deactivation process, reducing the
lifetime of the donor (see above, Section III.3.2).194 In brief, the decay time of the intensity
is determined for each pixel and plotted as an image of the local fluorescence lifetime. With
the decay rate of fluorophores being sensitive to changes in environment, FLIM allows not
only to monitor molecular interactions by FRET,195 but also to spatially resolve analyte
concentrations in cells, e.g. phosphate196 or oxygen.197
In recent years, a groundbreaking increase in resolution below the diffraction limit has been
achieved with advanced microscopy techniques.
The minimum size of the excitation volume in a confocal setup is determined by diffraction.
Constraining this volume by stimulated emission depletion (STED), Stefan W. Hell and
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coworkers managed to reduce the size of the resulting fluorescent spot below the diffraction
limit.198 Complementary, photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM)199 utilizes
fluorophores activated by illumination so that statistically a low number of molecules is
fluorescing at a time. Their position is determined from the maxima of diffraction-limited
fluorescence spots in the image.
As for recent novelties, an overwhelming development has been achieved in the field of
confocal microscopy in the last decades. A deeper, more comprehensive view on many
aspects can be found in literature. 183,200-202
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III.4. Mechanoresponsive Materials
Having insights into polymer material properties and preparation, force measurements, and
fluorescence effects, this chapter aims at combining these aspects to showcase materials
suitable for mechanosensing and to understand the underlying principles for generating
mechanoresponse at defined forces. The examples discussed here focus on optical
responses, but mechanical stimuli can induce various changes.203

Peptide- and DNA-based Single Molecule Sensors
Growing interest in soft matter-based force sensing has emerged in the field of
mechanobiology. Not only the mechanical influence of the cell environment on its
behavior,7 but also how cells exert forces on their environment has become a central topic.
Therefore, concepts for mechanosensing materials were developed, focusing on
biocompatibility not to influence cells’ original behavior. Accordingly, many of these
concepts are based on peptides or DNA.
In a study by Grashoff and coworkers,8 the force-sensing molecule was based on the
Vinculin protein present in the focal adhesion of cells. In between the Vinculin head and
tail domains, a peptide sequence was inserted forming a polymeric entropic spring,
terminated with a FRET donor and acceptor on respective ends (Figure III-20). Upon cell
traction above a certain threshold force, the peptide entropic spring was elongated, signaled
by a change in FRET. Thus, the mechanotransduction pathway along Vinculin could be
proven. Moreover, the acting forces could be quantified by the FRET efficiency of the
donor and acceptor at the termini of the entropic peptide spring, under the premise of
calibrating the stretching forces separately.
Usually, such force calibration is performed with single molecule force spectroscopy, often
based on AFM or optical tweezers. Recent reviews comprising this topic were published
by Goktas and Blank,204 and Grashoff and coworkers.205 Briefly, the principle of single
molecule force spectroscopy relies on attaching one end of the molecule to a substrate and
the other end to a probe.
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Figure III-20. (A) Vinculin modified with a tension-sensor module (TSMod) for mechanosensing in the focal
adhesion of cells. Integrated between the head (Vh) and tail (Vt) domain, TSMod allows to read
out the deformation state of the Vinculin tension sensor (VinTS) by FRET. (B) Ex situ force
calibration of the TSMod FRET response. Reprinted with permission and adapted from
Grashoff et al.8 Copyright Springer Nature 2010.

In case of AFM, the cantilever with the probe is approached to the substrate to allow
coupling of the molecule to both sides (Figure III-21). Then, the cantilever is retracted to
determine the force required to stretch the force-sensing molecule under simultaneous
observation of its fluorescence and FRET. If optical tweezers are used, the procedure is
similar, besides the probe is trapped and displaced optically. Therefore, the molecule to be
stretched can also be attached to particles at both ends. More details to the optical tweezers
technique can be found in literature.206,207

Figure III-21. Single Molecule Force Spectroscopy for calibration of molecular mechanosensors. In the
example, the molecular force sensor is calibrated with AFM utilizing similar ligand interactions
as cells (gray triangle and box). The deformation can be determined by a positioned FRET
fluorophore pair (star and pentagon).

Such approaches to sense cell forces are often based on surface coatings: a protein or
peptide ligand to interact with the cell, coupled to the surface with a PEG linker chain as
entropic spring. With the ligand and the surface anchor being functionalized with a
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fluorophore and a quencher,208-210 or with a FRET pair,

211

fluorescence changes report

stretching of the linker chain and the tension of the cell.
Similar concepts are based on DNA hairpins.167,212 Hereby, the base sequence of DNA
strands was constituted to form a hairpin. Upon tension, the DNA hairpin is unzipped.
FRET or fluorophore/quencher pairs are coupled to the construct in such way that their
distance is changed with unzipping to signal the tension. Alternatively, a DNA double
strand can be employed as mechanosensitive element.213 The tension required for the
mechanoresponse can be adjusted by the number of DNA base pairs needed to unzip.
With DNA base sequence design, it is possible to control the folding of the structure, the
so-called DNA origami. With this technique, Nickels et al.214 constructed a DNA clamp
with an entropic spring in between. The acting force was dependent on its length, as
clamped chains exert higher entropic forces, the shorter they are. Moreover, they rendered
the construct mechanosensitive by integrating a FRET pair in a so-called Holliday junction,
achieving a self-reporting system that signaled the forces exerted by itself (Figure III-22).

Figure III-22. (A) DNA-based clamp signaling the entropic forces exerted by the structure itself. (B)
Integration of FRET-based force signaling by a Holliday junction. Reprinted with permission
and adapted from Nickels et al.214 Copyright AAAS 2016.

In protein-based systems, such concepts can further be utilized to elucidate mechanical
functionality of proteins 215 or to monitor folding and aggregation processes of proteins.216
The advantages of these strategies comprise a high specificity by using according ligands
or functional proteins, and a high mechanical homogeneity. However, transfer to 3D
applications or scale-up might bear challenges as these strategies are based on single
molecules.
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Mechanochromic Materials
Mechanochromic materials are another class of materials with a mechanoresponsive effect.
Usually, the effect is based on molecular units with conjugated π-electron systems in these
materials. The underlying principle is a deformation-caused change in molecular structure.
The structural change affects the conjugation state of the delocalized electrons and leads to
a characteristic shift in fluorescence allowing to detect the molecular deformation.
The first report on the exploiting mechanochromism for sensing on the nanoscale is
accredited to Carpick et al.,217 but the material class was investigated much earlier
already.218 Carpick et al.217 functionalized a surface by coating it with molecules containing
acetylene functionalities. Upon shear stress applied with a sharp tip, the unsaturated
acetylene units of the coating molecules were crosslinked irreversibly to a conjugated
structure with delocalized electrons (Figure III-23). The resulting crosslinked structure
revealed the contacted areas by local fluorescence.

Figure III-23. (A) Mechanochromic surface coating signaling locally applied shear stress. Upon this stress,
acetylene-units are crosslinked between the molecules causing localized fluorescence. (B)
AFM scans in sizes of 10 x 10 µm2 depicting the initial image of a film (a) and the final image
with a patterned region (b) formed by local high-load scans. (c) The fluorescence is visible in
the patterned region. Reprinted with permission from Carpick et al.217 Copyright American
Chemical Society 2000.

In a comparable approach by Suhina et al.,219 the surface coating comprised rigidochromic
dyes. For this kind of dyes, excited states in solution are relaxed, e.g. via rotational modes,
so that no fluorescence is observed. With such functionalities included in a surface coating,
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mechanical compression of the coating with a polymer sphere could be read out by local
fluorescence owing to locally hindered rotational relaxation. Suhina et al.219 reported the
contact signaled by fluorescence to be in accordance with the Hertz model.
Beyond

fluorescently

visualizing

contact

areas,

various

developments

in

mechanochromism are based on spiropyrans, for instance. When included in a polymer
chain, tensile stress transduced along the chain can induce bond rupture in the spiropyran
units, yielding the fluorescent merocyanine.220-222 This mechanochromic shift allows to
localize and quantify the stress, as demonstrated for rupture on the single molecule level. 223
Blending the mechanochromic polymers into a polymer matrix enables polymer-based
stress reporting on the macroscale. Besides concepts with spiropyran units, also other
mechanochromic functionalities are reported, such as dioxetanes,224 cyclobutanes,225 or
anthracene derivates.226
In case of polyaromatic chains, the mechanochromic effect does not originate from discrete
functional units, but from the electronic configuration along the chain. Hence,
conformational changes of the chain can be derived from their gradual change in
fluorescence, allowing to monitor the deformation227 (Figure III-24) with a force sensitivity
down to the femtonewton range.180

Figure III-24. Utilization of polyaromatic chains for mechanochromic conformation signaling. A pronounced
difference in emission can be observed from kinked (A) to stretched (B) conformation, allowing
the deduction of conformation in between (C). Reprinted with permission and adapted from
Cingil et al.227 Copyright American Chemical Society 2015.

Mechanochromic sensing concepts are available over a wide range of length scales.
However, the mechanocromic functionalities need to be included to the polymer backbone
so that the transduced force can trigger the mechanochromic shift. For microscopic force
actors, such as cells, this requires not only preparational efforts in experimental design, but
also functionalization for cell-specific interactions.
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Systemic and Structural Mechanoresponse
Whereas the mechanoresponse of the examples discussed above can be narrowed down to
certain functionalities, examples are discussed in the following in which the response to
mechanical triggers originates from the interplay within a system or a structure, as well as
combinations of molecular, systemic, and structural responses.
Loading microcapsules with fluorophores, they can serve as a stress sensor releasing the
fluorophore when the capsule is ruptured at a certain deformation.

228

Chemical reaction

cascades are reported to signal the rupture of mechanically labile barriers 229 or labile bonds
in hydrogel networks (Figure III-25).230 Besides a delayed signaling owing to the reaction
kinetics of the cascade, the signaling is irreversible. Though, these systems bear
possibilities for scale-up.

Figure III-25. Mechanolabile reaction cascade in hydrogels, releasing fluorescent dye upon mechanical
trigger. Reprinted with permission from Fitch and Goodwin.230 Copyright American Chemical
Society 2014.

Upscaling is also achievable by utilizing a structural property for signaling mechanical
stress. The interference of light inciding into an ordered structure is sensitive to changes in
the distances of spheres in photonic crystals,231 intercalated layers,232 or wrinkling
patterns,233 for example. The functionality of this effect has been demonstrated, employing
hydrogels as matrices around ordered particles.234,235 Also, synthetic fibers have been
equipped with an ordered particle structure at their surface, changing their color upon
stretching (Figure III-26).236
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Figure III-26. Mechanochromic fibers functionalized with an ordered structure of microspheres. (A)
Scanning electron microscopy image of the fibers with (B) close-up of the ordered structure.
(C) Optical appearance of an exemplary fiber. (D) Changes in elongation are signaled by a
color shift from an altered interference of the microsphere structure. Reprinted with permission
and adapted from Zhang et al.236 Copyright Royal Society of Chemistry 2016.

Apart from interference, other collective responses of ordered structures can also exhibit
mechanoresponsive character, such as shifts of plasmonic modes 237 or fluorescence
switching of coordinating atoms in hydrogel networks.238 Although collective responses
might be limited in terms of spatial resolution, their applicability in larger scale has been
demonstrated.
Comparing molecular scale, systemic, and structural approaches, it seems beneficial to
equip a scalable material platform with a molecular scale response mechanism.
In prior work by Bünsow et al.,9 a mechanoresponsive polyelectrolyte brush has been
demonstrated to be sensitive to stresses as low as 10 kPa with a spatial resolution of 1 µm.
This structure was utilized and applied within the scope of this thesis to elucidate the contact
stress distributions of gecko-inspired adhesive microstructures (cf. Chapter IV). The
cationic polyelectrolyte brush was polymerized grafting from the surface. A strong
polyelectrolyte brush with permanent positive charges was generated, mainly constituting
of the monomer [2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl]trimethylammonium chloride (METAC). As a
comonomer in a subordinate amount, aminoethyl methacrylate (AEMA) was used as
functionality for successive labeling of 5(6)-carboxyfluorescein.
With the collapse of the brush structure, the fluorescence intensity was decreased. This is
due to quenching of the fluorescein by the cationic charges of the quaternary ammonium
groups, as observed similarly by Caruso et al.239 Without time-resolved fluorescence
measurements, the quenching mechanism cannot be revealed with certainty.163
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However, fluorophore and quencher being attached to polymer chains might indicate static
quenching by cationic complexation of the METAC units with fluorescein molecules rather
than a dynamic quenching process (cf. Section III.3.1).
Stretching the polymers chains increased fluorescence intensity, indicating reduced
quenching. Such conformational changes in the polyelectrolyte brush could be induced by
mechanical stress applied with Soft Colloidal Probe AFM (SCP-AFM), and were detected
with CLSM (Figure III-27).

Figure III-27. Scheme of the mechanoresponsive polyelectrolyte brush compressed with SCP-AFM and
observed with CLSM. Reprinted with permission from Bünsow et al.9 Copyright WILEY 2011.

Utilizing SCP-AFM, the fluorescence response of the polyelectrolyte brush to defined
stress was investigated. The local fluorescence intensity could be correlated to local stress:
compressive stress in the central contact area of the SCP, causing an increase in quenching,
and tensile stress from adhesion of the SCP at the edges of the contact area, causing a
brighter rim from reduced quenching (Figure III-28A). With the JKR model (cf. Section
III.2.3), the SCP contact mechanics151 allowed to calculate the local pressure acting on the
mechanoresponsive polyelectrolyte brush so that it could be compared to the local
fluorescence intensity. For the compressive area, a quantitative relation between local
pressure and local fluorescence was found to be independent of the load applied on the SCP
(Figure III-28B). Although polyelectrolyte brushes are also responsive to changes in ionic
strength (cf. Section III.1.2), similar behavior was found at various ionic strengths.9
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Figure III-28. (A) CLSM image of the mechanoresponsive polyelectrolyte brush with load applied by SCPAFM. (B) Response curves of local fluorescence intensity to local pressure for given AFM
loads. Reprinted with permission and adapted from Bünsow et al.9 Copyright WILEY 2011.

Summarizing the capabilities of this mechanoresponsive polyelectrolyte brush, it is able to
map compressive and tensile contact stresses qualitatively, and compressive stress even
quantitatively.
Conceptually, such polymer brushes are surface coatings and, therefore, limited to twodimensional geometry, so they offer mechanosensing abilities only in planar contact. Yet,
three-dimensional structures, such as hydrogel networks, could serve as material platform
to advance to the third dimension. Promising results have been reported on thermo- and
pH-responsive microgels labeled with FRET pairs,
fluorophore-quencher pairs.240
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IV. Monitoring

the

Contact

Stress

Distribution of Gecko-Inspired Adhesives
Using Mechanosensitive Surface Coatings

The following chapter in its entirety is based on the manuscript of the research article
“Monitoring the Contact Stress Distribution of Gecko-Inspired Adhesives Using MechanoSensitive Surface Coatings “
by Jens W. Neubauer, Longjian Xue, Johann Erath, Dirk-M. Drotlef, Aránzazu del Campo,
and Andreas Fery. ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2016, 8 (28), 17870–17877.
It is reprinted with permission, whereas the copyright remains with the American Chemical
Society 2016. The entire text as well as the published figures are reused, expanded by
content of the Supporting Information, and adapted to be integrated into this thesis.
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The contact geometry of microstructured adhesive surfaces is of high relevance for
adhesion enhancement. Theoretical considerations indicate that the stress distribution in
the contact zone is crucial for the detachment mechanism, but direct experimental evidence
had been missing so far. In this work, a method is presented that allows, for the first time,
the detection of local stresses at the contact area of biomimetic adhesive microstructures
during contact formation, compression and detachment. For this purpose, a
mechanosensitive polymeric layer was used. It converts mechanical stresses into changes
of fluorescence intensity. The biomimetic surface was brought into contact with this layer
in a well-defined fashion, using a micro-contact printer, while the contact area was
monitored with fluorescence microscopy in situ. Thus, changes in stress distribution across
the contact area during compression and pull-off could be visualized with a lateral
resolution of 1 µm. This method was applied to study the enhanced adhesive performance
of T-shaped micropillars, compared to flat punch microstructures. Significant differences
in the stress distribution of the both differing contact geometries were found during pulloff. In particular, the results are direct evidence for the suppression of crack nucleation at
the edge of T-shaped pillars, which confirms theoretical models for the superior adhesive
properties of these structures.
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IV.1. Introduction to Bioinspired Adhesive Microstructures
Animals have evolved hierarchical structures to adhere on different kinds of smooth and
rough surfaces.241,242 Inspired by this performance, various artificial structures have been
fabricated.243-253 In recent years, generic mechanisms of these structures have been
identified.
One important mechanism is the so-called contact splitting:241,254 Rather than exhibiting a
continuous adhesion area, the biological and biomimetic systems mentioned above
typically show a large number of isolated contact zones. Thus, the contact can be adapted
to the surface roughness. Further, the crack propagation is limited and, in order to fully
detach, a crack must be nucleated at each individual contact zone.
Besides contact splitting, another essential feature for outstanding adhesion performance is
the contact geometry of the contact zones. Different contact geometries exist in biological
models, adapted to their environment and distinguished between dry adhesion255 and wet
adhesion.256-259 Familiar examples for dry adhesion are fibrils terminated with a spatulashaped geometry on gecko feet pads,260,261 or with a thin annular plate on beetle feet and
plants (T-shaped geometry).262
With lithography methods, fibrillar and pillar-based structures mimicking these geometries
can be achieved.263-268 Especially T-shaped pillars significantly outperform flat punches in
adhesion.264,269,270 For T-shaped pillars, overhangs are generated centrosymmetrically at the
top of flat punch pillars.
To attain insight into their superior adhesion performance, the detachment mechanism of
T-shaped pillars was investigated explicitly using different methods. Hossfeld et al.270
performed peel-off experiments under varying angles. By optical tracking of the
detachment, they could locate the crack nucleation, leading to detachment, at the center of
the contact area. In conformity with their observations, finite element analysis predicted
stress peaks at the same positions and low stress at the edges.
Varenberg and Gorb et al. utilized high-speed video recording to follow the nucleation and
the propagation of cracks during pull-off normal to the contact area in air271,272 and
underwater.273 They also located the crack nucleation at the center of the contact area of Tshapes, propagating toward the edges. For flat punch micropillars, the cracks propagated
from the edges to the center. Additionally, the resulting detachment was faster for flat
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punches. Further, they observed the same detachment mechanism for T-shapes underwater,
although the pull-off force was lower.
Paretkar et al. used in situ scanning electron microscopy to take a more global view on the
detachment of flat punch and T-shaped pillars.274 They attributed the advantage in adhesion
to the stochastic effect of more T-shaped pillars than flat punches remaining attached at the
same elongation during retraction. Thus, the study showed the macroscopic effect of the
different detachment mechanisms. Despite detailed investigation of the detachment
mechanism, a direct measurement of the contact stresses during detachment has been
missing so far.
In theoretical approaches, the stress distribution at the contact area of flat punch and Tshaped pillars was investigated in numerous studies.275-282 For flat punch micropillars,
stress singularities at the edges were predicted. In contrast, the stress distribution of Tshaped pillars was predicted to be minimal at the edges and tension to be concentrated at
the center. These differences in the stress distributions were expected to be the cause of the
respective detachment mechanisms, but had not been determined experimentally yet.
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IV.2. Resolving Contact Stresses with Mechanoresponsive
Polymer Brushes
In this study, the experimental observations of the detachment already gained were linked
to the predictions made by theory. Mechanoresponsive surfaces9,47 were used to sense the
contact stress distributions of biomimetic micropillar structures with flat punch and T-shape
geometry. This novel type of mechanosensitive polymeric layer was recently reported for
being able to resolve local stresses on the micrometer scale.9 The mechanosensitive surface
coating is a polyelectrolyte brush labeled with a fluorescent dye. The dye can be quenched
by charges of the polyelectrolyte brush so that conformational changes affect the
fluorescence intensity. With the soft colloidal probe technique,151 it could be demonstrated
that the fluorescence of the polyelectrolyte brush is sensitive to mechanical triggers.
Compressive and tensile stress increase and decrease quenching, respectively. It can be
localized and distinguished with high spatial resolution (1 µm) using confocal laser
scanning microscopy (CLSM) for fluorescence read-out (Figure IV-1). This unique
approach allowed to map the local stresses under micropillars during detachment.
The contact, approach, and detachment of the micropillar structures was controlled with a
micro-contact printing setup. In this respect, the preparation methods of micro-contact
printing stamps and micropillar structures had to be adapted and combined.

Figure IV-1. (A) Scheme of the polyelectrolyte brush response mechanism to mechanical triggers. In water,
the equilibrium conformation of the polyelectrolyte brush is predominantly stretched normal to
the surface. Here, most of the dye molecules attached to the polyelectrolyte brush are
fluorescing (green dots). Quenching of the dye molecules can occur by cationic complexation
in the polyelectrolyte chains (light gray dots) upon compression. On the contrary, further
stretching of the chains owing to external tension reduces quenching. (B) Schematic alignment
of the micro-contact printing stamps and the mechanosensitive surface on a confocal laser
scanning microscope (CLSM). An overpressure can be applied in the stamp to bulge and
compensate concavity. Moved by a stepper motor, the micropillars on the stamp are brought in
contact with the mechanosensitive surface. The pillars compress the brush structure so that the
resulting quenching can be locally resolved with the CLSM. (C) CLSM image of the
mechanosensitive polymer surface locally quenched by the approached T-shaped pillars. The
scale bar depicts 50 µm. Reprinted with permission from Neubauer et al.10 Copyright American
Chemical Society 2016.
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IV.3. Combination of Microcontact Printing
and Confocal Microscopy
Adaption of Micropillar Structure Preparation
Arrays of flat punch and T-shaped micropillars can be produced according to the
approaches published in earlier work.264,269 Flat punch micropillars were generated with
soft lithography: A negative of the micropillar structure was generated with
photolithography. It was used to mold the flat punch micropillars as positive structure with
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), an elastomer. As common, PDMS was casted as a
formulation of precursor and curing agent, and crosslinked at elevated temperature (65 –
90 °C).
T-shaped micropillars were based on flat punch micropillars. For creating annular
overhangs, a layer of micrometer thickness was created by doctor blading from a PDMS
formulation left at room temperature for several hours. Flat punch micropillars were inked
in this PDMS formulation layer. The curing of the inked flat punches was completed in
contact with a plane surface at elevated temperature. T-shape overhangs resulted from
crosslinking the inked PDMS.
For the micro-contact printing setup used in the experiments, microstructured stamps could
be created. They were casted into stamp blanks custom-made for the setup. The stamp
blanks were chucked in a molding station so that a cavity for the stamp structure remained.
Usually, a negative of the desired structure is placed at the bottom of the cavity for molding.
Then, PDMS is injected into the stamp cavity and cured at elevated temperature. When
demolding the stamp from the cavity, it exhibits a concave shape owing to thermal
shrinkage. Whereas this could be compensated in the printing setup with an overpressure
bulging the stamp, the concave shape of the stamp would be present during handling and
further preparation steps.
As a consequence, it would have been feasible to directly fabricate stamps with flat punch
pillar microstructures using an according negative structure. However, the modification to
create overhangs requires plane and even contact of the flat punch structure which was
hardly possible without bulging pressure. Therefore, the preparation process was adapted
to achieve stamps with T-shaped pillar microstructures. Combining both preparation
methods (Figure IV-2), flat punch and T-shaped pillar structures were generated following
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the conventional procedure. Either of both structures were glued to unpatterned, flat microprinting stamps using a minimal amount of PDMS in a final curing step.

Figure IV-2. (A) SEM micrograph of flat punch micropillars. (B) SEM micrograph of T-shaped micropillars.
The scale bars represent 20 µm for both micrographs. (C) Fabrication scheme of the microcontact printing stamps. The flat punch micropillar patterns were produced in a double soft
molding procedure. Optionally, the flat punches were inked in a thin film of precured PDMS
and postcured in contact to create T-shaped pillars. For featureless flat micro-contact printing
stamps, PDMS was casted into the blue custom-made stamp blanks, using an unpatterned
silicon master. After curing and demolding, flat punch or T-shaped pillar structures were
attached to the stamp. Reprinted with permission from Neubauer et al.10 Copyright American
Chemical Society 2016.
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Contact Formation of Micropillars on Mechanoresponsive
Polyelectrolyte Brushes
To determine the contact stress distributions of flat punch and T-shaped micropillars, they
were brought in contact with a force sensing surface. It consisted of a mechanoresponsive
polyelectrolyte brush resolving stress distributions at the micrometer scale. 9 This
mechanosensitive coating was polymerized from the surface and labeled with a fluorescent
dye (5(6)-carboxyfluorescein). Its responsiveness to compressive and tensile stress has
been demonstrated before elsewhere.9,151
Owing to solvent interactions, the equilibrium conformation of the polyelectrolyte brush is
predominantly stretched normal to the surface in aqueous media (cf. Section III.1.2). The
polyelectrolyte brush is only responsive in aqueous media because it is collapsed in dried
state and in non-solvents. The brush thickness was determined with atomic force
microscopy force-distance measurements to be on the order of 100 – 150 nm.283 The
charges of the polyelectrolyte can quench the fluorescence of the dye so that most of the
dye molecules are fluorescing in equilibrium conformation. Compression leads to an
increase in quenching, resulting in lower fluorescence intensity. On the contrary, tension
further stretches the chains and decreases the quenching, generating a higher fluorescence
intensity.9 Accordingly, compressive and tensile stresses can be distinguished from the
local fluorescence intensity and read out optically with the high spatial resolution of
confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM).
Mounting the micro-contact printing setup to a CLSM, the fluorescence response of the
mechanosensitive surface could be monitored in situ during approach and retraction of the
microstructures (Figure IV-3). Thus, the local stresses during contact and detachment could
be deduced from spatially resolved fluorescence.
Prior to the approach to the mechanosensitive surface, the micro-contact printing stamps
carrying the structures were bulged with a gas pressure to compensate their slightly concave
shape mentioned above. To avoid air entrapments while moving downwards,284 the stamps
were immersed carefully in the water that was wetting the polyelectrolyte brush.
After equilibrating, the stamp was further moved toward the surface with the stepper motor
until contact formation at the surface could be observed in the CLSM. Imaging the
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fluorescing mechanosensitive surface, dark spots of the size of the pillars indicated local
quenching from the compressive stress of the pillars.

Figure IV-3. Photographs of a micropillar array structure attached to a micro-contact printing stamp (left,
flipped upside-down, scale bar 1 cm), and of the setup (right). The micro-contact printer is
placed on the microscope stage. A stamp with pillar structures is mounted in the micro-contact
printing device. Immersed in water, the stresses acting on the mechanosensitive surface on the
cover slip can be read out with the confocal laser scanning microscope in bottom-view. The
cover slip is fixed on a glass slide with a droplet of water. Reprinted with permission from
Neubauer et al.10 Copyright American Chemical Society 2016.
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IV.4. Determination of Contact Stress Distribution
for Adhesive Microstructures
Flat Punch Pillars
In a typical experiment, the micropillars were moved against the mechanosensitive surface
with the stepper motor and retracted. CLSM images were taken in between the motor steps.
An animation of the CLSM images is available in the Supporting Information of the
publication.10 (Figure IV-4).

Figure IV-4. Image from an animation of CLSM images during a typical approach-retrace experiment of flat
punches. It is available in the Supporting Information of the publication.10 The z-scale on the
right is relative to the minimum motor position and the position before the first fluorescence
change was observable. The arrow direction corresponds to approach and retrace. The CLSM
images were taken in between the motor steps. Transient effects appeared temporarily when
the micropillar structure and the polyelectrolyte brush came into contact. They were not existent
in force equilibrium when compression or tension acted on the polyelectrolyte brush. Reprinted
with permission from Neubauer et al.10 Copyright American Chemical Society 2016.

For a detailed understanding of the detachment mechanism of the micropillars, images of
individual pillars were taken into closer investigation. On a flat punch pillar, the
fluorescence response at different steps during approach and retraction was investigated by
azimuthally averaging the fluorescence intensity in the contact area (Figure IV-5). For
comparison, the fluorescence intensity was normalized to the equilibrium intensity of the
mechanosensitive surface outside of the contact area, which served as an internal reference.
In Figure IV-5, CLSM images during stages of approach (images 1-3, reddish colors) and
retraction (images 5-7, bluish colors) are shown. At the minimum of the approachretraction-cycle (Figure IV-5, image 4), the azimuthally averaged intensity profile is
depicted in black. The corresponding z-position of the stepper motor is depicted below the
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Figure IV-5. Top: CLSM images of an individual flat punch pillar during approach (images 1-3), at the
minimum (image 4), and during retraction (images 5-7). Below, the z-position is plotted
relatively to the minimum position and the position of the first noticeable change of
fluorescence. The fluorescence intensity was averaged azimuthally, as implied in image 7
(radius 15 µm), and plotted on the bottom right. For normalization, the fluorescence intensity
was related to the equilibrium intensity outside of the contact area. Lines were added to guide
the eye. In direct comparison, lower intensity could be related to local compression, and higher
intensity to local tension, respectively. Bottom left: Scheme of the orientation of the depicted
quantities. The color code of approach and retraction corresponds to the image numbers, the
symbols on the z-scale, and the radial fluorescence intensity profiles. Reprinted with permission
from Neubauer et al.10 Copyright American Chemical Society 2016.

CLSM images. It was scaled relatively to the starting and the minimum position of the
stepper motor. The starting position was defined at the motor step before the first noticeable
change of fluorescence. The z-position was scaled relatively because the absolute
movement did not correspond to the deformation of the mechanosensitive surface-coating,
the overall deformation scenario is more complex: the z-stepper movement is transferred
into the deformation of the polymeric surface, the deformation of the pillars, the
deformation of the bulged support and the Laplace pressure from the wetting of the
micropillar structures285,286 so that the deformation of the surface or the pillars could not be
quantified precisely. The equilibrium fluorescence outside the contact area is not changed,
proving that the responsiveness of the polyelectrolyte brush was not affected by this wetting
phenomenon.
Comparing approach and retraction, similar stress distributions were observed at equal zpositions. During approach, compressive stress built up over the whole contact area,
apparent from the decreasing fluorescence intensity. The fluorescence quenching ceased
during retraction. The radial intensity profiles support this observation (Figure IV-5, bottom
right). The profiles at equal z-positions coincide, besides slight differences between the
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light red (Figure IV-5, image 2) and the middle blue intensity profile (Figure IV-5, image
6). It has to be noted that the bright rim at the edges of the pillar might not be due to local
tensile stresses, as it already appeared during approach. It might have been an effect of
scattering of the excitation laser at the edges of the flat punch pillar. The locally higher
excitation intensity would have resulted in a locally increased fluorescence intensity.
Optical reflective microscopy images with dark-field condenser confirm the higher
scattering intensity at the edges of flat punches (Figure IV-6).

Figure IV-6. Optical reflective microscopy images of flat punch micropillars under illumination with brightfield condenser (left) and with dark-field condenser (right) in air. Enhanced scattering intensity
could be located at the pillar edges. The scale bars depict 50 µm. Reprinted with permission
from Neubauer et al.10 Copyright American Chemical Society 2016.

T-shaped Pillars
The contact formation and detachment of T-shaped micropillars was investigated in
analogous experiments. The according animation is available in the Supporting Information
of the publication.10 (Figure IV-7).

Figure IV-7. Image from an animation of two typical approach-retrace experiments of T-shaped micropillars
on different spots. It is available in the Supporting Information of the publication.10 The z-scale
on the right is relative to the minimum motor position and the position before the first
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fluorescence change was observable. The arrow direction corresponds to approach and retrace.
The CLSM images were taken in between the motor steps. Transient effects appeared
temporarily when the micropillar structure and the polyelectrolyte brush came into contact and
after detachment. They were not existent in force equilibrium when compression or tension
acted on the polyelectrolyte brush. Reprinted with permission from Neubauer et al.10 Copyright
American Chemical Society 2016.

The fluorescence response during approach and retraction of T-shaped pillars is presented
in Figure IV-8, similar to the results of the flat punch pillars (Figure IV-5)

Figure IV-8. Top: CLSM images of an individual T-shaped pillar during approach (images 1+2), at the
minimum (image 3), and during retraction (images 4-7). Below, the z-position is plotted
relatively to the minimum position and the position of the first noticeable change of
fluorescence. The fluorescence intensity was averaged azimuthally, as implied in image 7, and
plotted on the bottom right. For normalization, the fluorescence intensity was related to the
equilibrium intensity outside of the contact area. Lines were added to guide the eye. In direct
comparison, lower intensity could be related to local compression, and higher intensity to local
tension, respectively. Bottom left: Scheme of the orientation of the depicted quantities. The
color code of approach and retraction corresponds to the image numbers, the symbols on the zscale, and the radial fluorescence intensity profiles. Reprinted with permission from Neubauer
et al.10 Copyright American Chemical Society 2016.

During approach to minimum (Figure IV-8, images 1-3, reddish and black), T-shaped
pillars did not differ from flat punches qualitatively. Upon retraction (Figure IV-8, images
4-7, bluish colors), an obvious difference could be perceived in the stress distribution.
Retracting below the starting z-position (Figure IV-8, images 4+5), the quenching
diminished. At the starting z-position (Figure IV-8, image 6), the fluorescence at the center
of the contact area was slightly increased. When the pillars were retracted above the starting
z-position (Figure IV-8, image 7), the fluorescence in the central contact area increased
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further. In addition, quenching at the edges appeared. Before the adhesion broke up
spontaneously, the contact area contracted slightly.
In the case of the T-shaped pillars, the increased fluorescence in the center (Figure IV-8,
images 6+7) directly relates to local tensile stresses during detachment. It did not appear
during approach. However, in some cases, also fluorescence rims at the edges appeared
(Figure IV-8, images 2-4). They might be caused by the same edge scattering effect as for
the flat punches (Figure IV-9).

Figure IV-9. Optical reflective microscopy images of T-shaped micropillars under illumination with brightfield condenser (left) and with dark-field condenser (right) in air. Enhanced scattering intensity
could be located at the overhangs. The scale bar depicts 50 µm. Reprinted with permission from
Neubauer et al.10 Copyright American Chemical Society 2016.
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Comparison of Detachment Mechanisms of Flat Punch and T-shaped Pillars
To gather insight into the detachment mechanisms of flat punch and T-shaped pillars, the
compressive and tensile areas were deduced from the local fluorescence intensity. For direct
comparison, the detachment from the mechanosensitive surface is sketched schematically
for both pillar geometries (Figure IV-10).

Figure IV-10. Schematic interpretation of the observed fluorescence response of the mechanosensitive
surface during the retraction of the pillars. From the left to the right, stages of retraction are
depicted for flat punch (top) and T-shaped pillars (bottom). The corresponding inset CLSM
images and z-scales are adapted from Figure IV-5 and Figure IV-8, respectively. In the
depiction, the size of the pillars (approx. 20 µm in height) and the thickness of the
mechanosensitive surface (approx. 150 nm) are not to scale. Reprinted with permission from
Neubauer et al.10 Copyright American Chemical Society 2016.

The flat punch pillars do not feature an adhesion break-up, but rather a gradual removal
from the mechanosensitive surface. Fading compressive stresses could be assigned to the
whole contact area during retraction up to the starting z-position where no mechanical
interactions could be recognized anymore.
Several groups calculated the stresses acting during the detachment of flat
punches.275,276,278,280,282 The calculated stress was found to be minimal at the central region
of the pillar. Hence, adhesion failure was attributed to stress singularities at the edges,
allowing detachment cracks to propagate to the center. This is more pronounced for
rounded edges.281
In the results shown above, the flat punch pillars were detached from the mechanosensitive
surface with a fluorescent rim. This effect can be attributed to a local fluorescence increase
from back-scattering. With the adhesion strength being lower in water,287 the acting tensile
stresses might have been masked by the fluorescence increase from scattering.
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Nevertheless, the deduced detachment mechanism is in good agreement with the
aforementioned literature. Although the scattering and tensile stress contributions to the
fluorescence increase at the very edges cannot be distinguished clearly, the compressive
stress decreases over the whole contact area from the center toward the edges. In addition,
the rupture event is too fast for CLSM. With high-speed video recording, Heepe et al.
determined the crack propagation speed to the order of magnitude of 1 m/s for flat punch
pillars.272
During the retraction of the T-shaped pillars, a comparable gradual decrease in compression
as for the flat punches could be determined. However, at the original starting position, the
annular overhangs seemed to bend toward the mechanosensitive surface. This was apparent
from the acting compressive stresses at the edges of the contact area. When the pillars were
further retracted above the original starting point, the behavior during pull-off was
recognized. As the tension increased in the center, the compression increased at the edges.
Moreover, the contact area was contracted slightly until the pillar was detached
spontaneously.
For modeling of T-shapes, their geometry was simplified to be a flat punch with a platelike cap.276,280,282 Above a certain plate thickness, the pillars behave like larger flat punches.
For thin plates, the stress is minimal at the edges of the plate, but stress peaks appear in the
region of the pillar diameter. In between the limiting cases, an almost uniform tension is
prominent in the central contact area, decreasing toward the edges. 276 As a consequence,
the adhesion failure usually does not originate from the edges, but from the center of the
contact area.272
Modeling the pull-off of T-shapes with an annular wedge-like geometry, Aksak et al.
further elucidated the detachment mechanism by varying the wedge angle and the ratio of
cap-to-pillar.279 At steep wedge angles and low cap-to-pillar ratios, singularities appear at
the edges, similar to flat punches. By decreasing the wedge angle, the stress at the edges
can be reduced.
Although the T-shapes in this study resembled a bell-like shape and might not be compared
directly with either of the presented models, the main features of the theoretical predictions
were identified in the measured stress distributions. Essentially, the tensile stress is
concentrated uniformly to the center, and decreases toward the edges.
For the investigated T-shaped pillars, the overhangs are expected to be deformed further
during approach and detachment. When retracted, the tensile stress in the central region
forces the overhangs to bend down for preserving the contact. This effect intensifies when
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the T-shaped pillars are pulled off the surface. It can be deduced from the increasing tensile
stresses in the center and stronger compression at the edges of the contact area of the pillars.
As a result, the contact area contracts permanently until the pillar is detached from the
surface. Such suction-cup-like bending has been observed before.262,271,273,288
Summarizing, these results indicate that the main reason for T-shapes excelling flat punches
in adhesion is the suppression of crack formation at the edges of T-shapes. The tensile
stresses are concentrated to the center of the contact area, as predicted by theory.
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IV.5. Conclusions
The contact stress distributions of bioinspired flat punch and T-shaped pillar
microstructures were determined with a polymeric mechanosensitive surface. Utilizing a
micro-contact printer, they were approached and retracted normal to the surface. In contact
with the surface, increasing compressive stresses over the whole contact area were
monitored during approach. Up to the position of contact formation, the compressive
stresses decreased again. For flat punch pillars, theory predicts stress singularities at the
edges causing cracks to propagate toward the center. However, tensile mechanical
interactions could not be determined undoubtedly. Either the acting tensile stresses were
below the sensitivity of the polymeric surface, or the adhesion of the flat punches was too
low. On the contrary, tensile stress is expected to be minimal at the edges of T-shaped
pillars. Indeed, tensile stresses acting in the central contact area were observed during pulloff. Simultaneously, compressive stresses appeared at the edges of the contact area owing
to the overhangs bending toward the surface. With the tension increasing in the center, the
compression increased at the edges. Additionally, the contact area contracted during pulloff, supporting the depiction of a suction cup-like bending of the overhangs. Consequently,
the detachment of the pillars is forced to develop from the center toward the edges. Hence,
the adhesion failure originating from the edges is suppressed.
As further perspectives, the presented approach to determine the stress distributions during
pull-off might be a powerful tool in further development of biomimetic adhesive
microstructures. This technique is valuable in particular for the design of wet adhesion
systems. Beyond the specific case of biomimetic adhesion, mechanosensitive surfaces as
presented here might be of interest for clarifying adhesion of soft matter in water, as for
instance, hydrogels on polyelectrolyte brushes.289-291
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IV.6. Experimental Section
Preparation of Biomimetic Micropillar Structures
Silicon wafers (100 orientation) were purchased from Crystec (Berlin, Germany). SU-8
photoresist 2025 and the developer mr-Dev 600 were purchased from Micro Resist
Technology (Berlin, Germany). 1H,1H,2H,2H-Perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (96%) was
purchased from Alfa Aesar (Karlsruhe, Germany). PDMS elastomer kits (Sylgard 184)
were purchased from Dow Corning (Midland, MI, USA). Masks for lithography were
custom-made by ML&C (Jena, Germany).
Thin PDMS precursor films were prepared with a Multicator 411 film applicator (Erichsen,
Hemer, Germany). For surface activation, a PlasmaActivate MiniFlecto plasma chamber
was used (Plasma Technology, Rottenburg, Germany).
The micro-contact stamps were casted in the custom-made molding stations shipped with
the device (µCP-PVM-A from GeSiM, Großerkmannsdorf, Germany).
Detailed information about the preparation of flat punch and T-shaped micropillar
structures can be found in previous publications.264,269 By photolithographic processing of
SU-8, 8x8 mm2 cubic patterns of micropillars were generated on silicon wafers. The height,
the diameter and the spacing of the pillars was 20 µm. To prepare for soft lithography, the
silicon masters were perfluorosilanized. A negative of the photolithographic micropillar
patterns was cast from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) to produce a soft mold. PDMS was
mixed in a 10:1 ratio of prepolymer/crosslinker, degassed for 30 minutes, poured onto the
SU-8 pattern and cured at 90 ºC for one hour. Before its use as a mold, the negative PDMS
replica was perfluorosilanized as well.
Flat punch micropillars were fabricated by molding from the PDMS negative. To produce
T-shaped micropillars, flat punches were manually inked in a thin film of PDMS, precured
at room temperature for 8-9 hours. Subsequently, the inked pillars were postcured in contact
with a perfluorosilanized silicon wafer at 65 ºC for 14 hours. The enlargement of the cap
diameter was approximately 35%.
For the micro-contact printing setup, featureless flat stamps were produced for the setup.
For their fabrication, unpatterned perfluorosilanized silicon wafers were placed as masters
in the molding stations for the micro-contact printing stamps. A gasket between the stamp
blank and the unpatterned master defined the height of the stamps. To further constrain the
cavity, a cylindrical block was inserted into the stamp blank. PDMS was injected into the
cavity of the stamp blank. After curing for 4 hours at 65 ºC, the stamps were removed from
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the molding stations and demolded from the gasket and the block. By inking the backside
of the pillar microstructures with PDMS, they were attached to the stamps, and fixed by
curing the connecting layer at 90 ºC for one hour.

Preparation of Mechanosensitive Surfaces
For the preparation of the mechanosensitive surfaces, a polyelectrolyte brush was
synthesized in a grafting from-approach. As surface-initiator, 3-(trimethoxysilylpropyl)-2bromo-methylpropionate (95 %) was purchased from Gelest (Morrisville, PA, USA). [2(Methacryloyloxy)ethyl]trimethylammonium chloride (METAC, 80 wt. % aqueous
solution), 2-aminoethyl methacrylate hydrochloride (AEMA, 90 %), triethylamine (99 %),
2,2’-bipyridine (99 %), copper(II)-chloride (99.999 %), copper(I)-bromide (99.999 %),
5(6)-carboxyfluorescein N-hydroxysuccinimide ester, dry toluene (99.8 %), and dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO, 99.5 %) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. Round cover slips
(Ø 24 mm) were purchased from VWR International GmbH. Deionized water was purified
with a Milli-Q system (Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany).
The mechanoresponsive polymer structures were prepared in a surface-initiated controlled
radical polymerization, as published elsewhere.9 Briefly, round cover slips were used as
substrates. They were cleaned by sonication and oxygen plasma treatment, directly
followed by immersion into a solution of surface-initiator in toluene. After attachment
overnight, the surface-initiator was fixed at 150 ºC for 4 hours. Each substrate was placed
in a separate Schlenk tube under argon atmosphere. An isopropyl alcohol/water solution
[7/2 (v/v)] of the monomers (METAC and AEMA [ratio 10 000:1]), copper(II)-chloride,
and bipyridine were dissolved and degassed. Under argon atmosphere, copper(I)-bromide
was added to the polymerization solution. It was dispensed among the substrate-loaded
Schlenk tubes and left for 4 hours at room temperature under argon atmosphere. Then, the
polymerization was quenched with ethanol.
For labeling, the substrates were immersed in 0.1 M hydrogen carbonate solution.
Carboxyfluorescein was dissolved in DMSO and added to the immersed substrates.
Overnight, the dye covalently bonded to the comonomer AEMA. Excess was removed by
subsequent sonication in 1 M sodium chloride solution and water.
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Determination of Contact Stress Distributions
The contact formation of the stamps with the structures was controlled with a µCP-PVMA micro-contact printer from GeSiM (Großerkmannsdorf, Germany). For a plane contact
formation, the system is able to bulge the stamp by applying an overpressure (130-140 kPa)
to compensate the concavity originating from the preparation. The movement of the stamps
toward and away from the surface was performed with a stepper motor.
The micro-contact printer and the mechanosensitive surfaces were aligned on an Axio
Observer Z.1 inverted microscope combined with an LSM710 confocal laser scanning
module (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Jena, Germany) to monitor the fluorescence response
during contact. For the measurements, the cover slip with the mechanosensitive surface was
fixed on a glass slide with a droplet of water in between. Before the measurements, the
mechanoresponsive polyelectrolyte surface coating was wetted with Milli-Q water. After
the measurements, the mechanosensitive surface coating was regenerated by extensive
rinsing with Milli-Q water.
For the read-out of the mechano-response, the fluorescein dye was excited with an Ar laser
at a wavelength of 488 nm from LASOS (Jena, Germany). Emission was detected at a
wavelength interval from 493-685 nm. The pinhole size was fixed to 1 Airy unit (4.4 µm).
As objective, an EC Epiplan-Neofluar 20x/NA 0.5 was used (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Jena,
Germany).
The azimuthally averaged intensity profiles were generated with the Radial Profile Plugin
(v.2009) in ImageJ 1.50d.

Electron Microscopy
The shape of the micropillars was determined with scanning electron microscopy using a
Zeiss Leo Gemini 1530 (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Jena, Germany) equipped with a fieldemission cathode with an operating voltage of 3 kV. Beforehand, the samples were
sputtered with a 3 nm platinum layer.

Optical Microscopy
An Axio Imager.A1m microscope with a 20x objective (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Jena,
Germany) and a SPOT Insight camera (Diagnostic Instruments Inc., Sterling Heights MI,
USA) were used for bright-field and dark-field optical reflective microscopy of the pillar
structures.
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V. Mechanoresponsive Hydrogel Particles as
a Platform for Three-Dimensional Force
Sensing

Some parts of the following chapter were published in the manuscript of the research article
“Mechanoresponsive Hydrogel Particles as a Platform for Three-Dimensional Force
Sensing”
by Jens W. Neubauer, Nicolas Hauck, Max J. Männel, Maximilian Seuss, Andreas Fery,
and Julian Thiele. ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2019, 11 (29), 26307–26313.
It is reprinted with permission, whereas the copyright remains with the American Chemical
Society 2019. The text and the published figures of the manuscript are reused, expanded by
content of the Supporting Information and unpublished content, and adapted to be
integrated into this thesis.
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Introducing a novel concept for mechanosensitive hydrogel microparticles, deformation is
translated into changes in fluorescence so that they can function as mechanical probes. The
hydrogel particles with controlled polymer network were produced via droplet
microfluidics from poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) precursors. Förster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) donors and acceptors were coupled to the PEG hydrogel network for
reporting local deformations as fluorescence shifts. It was demonstrated that global
network deformations, which occur upon drying/rehydration, can be detected via a
characteristic fluorescence shift. Combined characterization with confocal laser scanning
microscopy and atomic force microscopy (AFM) showed that also local deformation of the
particles could be detected. Using AFM, the mechanical properties of the particles could
be quantified, which allows linking strain with stress and thus force sensing in a threedimensional environment. Microfluidic material design allowed to precisely vary the size
and the polymer network structure via the choice of the macromolecular precursors and
their functionalization with fluorophores. The resulting changes in mechanical properties
and mechanosensitivity qualify these hydrogel microparticles as an adjustable material
platform for force sensing in structural mechanics or cell culturing.
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V.1. Concept for the Preparation and Characterization of
Mechanoresponsive Polymer Network Structures
The mechanoresponsive polyelectrolyte brushes applied in the prior chapter are surface
coatings. This structural feature limits their applicability to contact on planar surfaces.
Moreover, mechanical stresses are signaled by changes in fluorescence. Such changes
might not only originate from the quenching mechanism responsive to compression and
tension, but also from photobleaching, which could induce errors in the measurements.
Particularly in the context of mechanobiology, mechanoresponsive materials have been
developed and utilized to sense forces exerted by cells. These materials rely on various
architecture, structure, and response mechanisms (cf. Section III.4). Cells usually interact
dynamically in three-dimensional environment, but existing strategies lack of threedimensionality,211 cell-compatible matrices,180 scalability,8 or reversibility,230 for example.
On this account, the approach is to develop a three-dimensional mechanically homogeneous
network structure, reporting local deformations with a reversible response mechanism.
Building from scalable motifs, the polymer network structures is to signal deformations in
microscale resolution to bridge the length scales of existing approaches (Figure V-1).
Following design criteria derived from the Flory-Rehner theory, the aim was a
homogeneous three-dimensional hydrogel network structure by preparing the network from
macromolecular precursors which resemble Flory’s and Rehner’s tetrahedral cell. These 4arm starpolymer precursors were coupled in a polymer-analogous gelation. For the purpose
of reversibly reporting network deformations, FRET pairs were included in the network as
“spectroscopic rulers”.175 The energy transfer from an excited donor (Alexa Fluor 488) to
an acceptor molecule (Alexa Fluor 555) is distance-dependent.171,174 Attached to the
network, deformations cause changes in the distance between FRET donors and acceptors.
With fluorophores coupled to precursors, the network was prepared via droplet
microfluidics, yielding hydrogel microparticles. The hydrogel particles were characterized
in a combined setup of CLSM and AFM, enabling characterization of mechanics and the
fluorescent mechanoresponse.
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Figure V-1. (A) Concept of the mechanoresponsive hydrogel particles. The FRET pair fluorophores (Alexa
Fluor 488 and Alexa Fluor 555) are coupled to 4-arm star PEG precursors before crosslinking
with another PEG precursor in a Michael-type addition of thiol (SH) and maleimide (Mal) via
droplet microfluidics. Mechanoresponsive particles are yielded to report network deformations
by a localized FRET based fluorescence shift. (B) Microscopy image of the T- junction
structure for droplet microfluidics. In the dispersed phase (entering from the left), an additional
aqueous phase (colorized blue in the inset) separates the precursors to prevent premature
reaction of the functionalities. (C) Fluorescence microscopy image of the gelled and
demulsified hydrogel particles (only Alexa Fluor 488 fluorescence). (D) Confocal laser
scanning microscopy (CLSM) image of a hydrogel particle depicting the fluorescence in true
color. A pyramidal tip is indented into the hydrogel. The mechanical compression is causing
the observed fluorescence shift (inset). Reprinted with permission from Neubauer et al.11
Copyright American Chemical Society 2019.
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V.2. Droplet Microfluidics for the Preparation
of Hydrogel Particles
Choice of Materials
Design criteria for scalable polymer networks could be derived from the Flory-Rehner
theory (cf. Section III.1.3).49,50 Therefore, the hydrogel network was crosslinked from 4arm star poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) precursor molecules, as they resemble Flory’s and
Rehner’s tetrahedral cell and their chain length is predefined. In contrast, a free radical
polymerization with crosslinkers can lead to material inhomogeneities.94,95 Moreover, PEG
is a cell-compatible material.292
Still, the network formation is critically dependent on the efficiency of the crosslinking
reaction. To oppose this, precursors terminated with maleimide and thiol functionalities
were selected because of the high reactivity of this Michael-type addition reaction.293 The
precursors carried the same functionalities each (A-A and B-B type precursors). The same
reaction was used for coupling FRET donors and acceptors to the network precursors.
Alexa Fluor 488 and Alexa Fluor 555 functionalized with maleimide groups were linked to
the thiol-PEG precursor before crosslinking. In general, phosphate buffered saline (PBS
buffer) was used as medium for the thiol-Michael addition of maleimide in fluorophorelabeling and crosslinking to avoid acidic pH.293
With respect to the high reactivity of the crosslinking reaction, heterogeneities might arise
if the mixing is slower than the network formation. Using droplet microfluidics, not only
the reaction volume is reduced, but also microfluidic structures for fast and efficient mixing
can be included (cf. Section III.1.3).

Development of the Microfluidic Structure
Established for creating hydrogel particles,76 a microfluidic structure with a cross-flow
junction was employed in the first experiments (Figure V-2A). The two PEG precursor
solutions were joined at the nozzle of the junction and dispersed into droplets by an oily
continuous phase (surfactant-containing highly fluorinated polyether). The generated
droplets were stabilized by a self-synthesized ABA-type triblock copolymer (PEG middle
block, perfluoroether terminal blocks).294,295 For mixing, the droplets were transported
through a meander structure.
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In principle, it was possible to generate controlled droplets of the precursor solutions.
However, a premature reaction of the crosslinking groups at the interface lead to successive
clogging of the nozzle within minutes (Figure V-2B). As a result, undefined droplets and
fractures of the nozzle clogging were collected during the experiment. Moreover, the
droplets ruptured in the meander structure (Figure V-2C). Ultimately, particles of
polydisperse size distribution were yielded after gelation and demulsification (Figure V2D).

Figure V-2. (A) Microfluidic structure with cross-flow junction as computer-aided design. (B) Microscopy
image of premature crosslinking reaction leading to nozzle clogging. (C) Microscopy image of
droplet rupture in meander structure. (D) Microscopy image of the yielded hydrogel particles
of polydisperse size.

From these first findings, the microfluidic preparation could be refined tackling the
perceived issues. To avoid clogging of the nozzle, the premature reaction of the precursors
needed to be suppressed. A third channel in the nozzle created an aqueous separating phase
so that the crosslinking could not take place before droplet formation. Moreover, it is
beneficial for adjusting the overall concentration of polymer in the droplets with a solvent
being injected analog to the precursor solutions.
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Besides premature crosslinking, both ruptured droplets in the meander structures and
polydispersity in particle size indicated an insufficient droplet stability. As a consequence,
the size dispersity might have originated from droplet coalescence and Ostwald ripening.
Potential influences of the surfactant were encountered by changing to another synthesized
batch. Moreover, trying to further avoid meander structures for mixing, the nozzle geometry
was changed to a T-junction, assuming that the circular flow induced during droplet
formation might be sufficient for mixing.83 The specified changes resulted in a revised
design of the microfluidic structure (Figure V-3).

Figure V-3. (A) Microfluidic structure with T-junction as computer-aided design. (B) Phase-contrast
microscopy image of the aqueous phases dispersed into droplets at the T-junction. (C) Closeup image of the laminar co-flow of the aqueous phase with a precursor-less separating phase to
prevent premature crosslinking.

Employing a T-junction microfluidic structure with a third stream in the nozzle, premature
crosslinking at the nozzle could be prevented by separating the precursors (PEG in PBS
solutions) with an additional stream of pure precursor solvent (PBS). In general, a complete
study of microfluidic regimes of this structure was omitted. The main focus was set on the
determination of microfluidic conditions to generate defined droplets while suppressing
nozzle clogging and the formation of satellite droplets. Satellite droplets can appear upon
droplet breakup.296
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As a generic guidance for the microfluidic flow conditions, the flow rates of the precursor
phases were identical for equimolar amounts (here: 75 µL/h each). For defined and stable
droplet formation, the flow rate of the aqueous separating phase needed to be as high (here:
75 µL/h). While droplet formation at a lower flow rate of the separating phase (50 µL/h)
was barely stable over minutes, higher flow rates of the separating phase expectably also
enabled stable droplet formation (100 µL/h). As a drawback, this further diluted the
precursor concentration in the droplet. With increasing dilution, the statistical distance
between the reacting precursors in the droplet is increased. Accordingly, an encounter of
the crosslinking reactants is less probable so that the network formation might be hampered
or even prevented.
After collecting the generated microemulsion, it was treated thermally for completing the
gelation. The gelled hydrogel particles were demulsified and transferred to an aqueous
phase by exchanging the microfluidics surfactant (ABA triblock copolymer) for a weak
surfactant (perfluorooctanol) under vigorous shaking.91 The yielded hydrogel particles
exhibited a spherical shape, but with an inhomogeneous distribution of the fluorophores,
resembling Janus particles.

Figure V-4. Images of gelled hydrogels before demulsification in microemulsion droplets from bright-field
(A) and fluorescence microscopy (B), and as particles after demulsification (C and D,
respectively).
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As a matter of fact, network formation must have occurred in the particles to a certain
degree, in view of their spherical shape and their stability despite the rough conditions
during demulsification. However, the inhomogeneous distribution of the fluorophore in the
particles indicated incomplete mixing of the precursor droplets. Considering the reactivity
of the precursors, more extensive mixing might be required quickly after droplet formation.
Hence, a serpentine meander structure with narrowed turns for strong shearing was included
in the microfluidic structure (Figure V-5A). Using phase contrast microscopy, the
interfaces within the droplets could be visualized (Figure V-5B).

Figure V-5. (A) Microfluidic structure with T-junction and meanders as computer-aided design. (B) Phasecontrast microscopy image of the aqueous phases dispersed into droplets at the T-junction, and
sheared in the meander structures.

Despite encounters with reduced droplet stability in the meanders of the preliminary
experiments, the droplets did not rupture in the newly designed meanders. Consequently,
microemulsions with low dispersity in size could be processed to homogeneously
fluorescing particles upon gelation and demulsification (Figure V-6).

Figure V-6. Homogeneously fluorescing particles in fluorescence microscopy (A) and CLSM (B) exciting
and imaging the donor fluorophore only.
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Adaptions and Variations in Hydrogel Preparation
Besides optimization in microfluidics, a large parameter space is available regarding the
building blocks of the hydrogel network, the precursors and the fluorophores. Among these,
certain building blocks were chosen as starting materials during the development of the
microfluidic preparation method and altered selectively to assess the impact on the
preparation and the yielded hydrogel structures. The central insights from the proceeded
approaches are explained in the following.
In view of the Flory-Rehner theory as a blueprint, homogeneous networks are built up from
tetrahedral cells with chains of equal length. To account for this, 4-arm star polymer
precursors from PEG were selected, as the tetrahedral structure of the cells can be reflected
in these precursors. In a polymer-analogous reaction, two types of 4-arm PEG precursors
of similar size (MW 10 kDa) with either maleimides or thiol functionalities at each arm
were coupled (4-arm PEG-Mal and 4-arm PEG-SH). Varying the network geometry, one
4-arm precursor was replaced by a bifunctional linker (PEG-diMal) in varying size. The
high reactivity of the thiol-Michael addition reaction should facilitate quantitative
crosslinking,293 being another parameter to be altered. The reporter FRET pair
fluorophores, Alexa Fluor 488 and Alexa Fluor 555, were carrying maleimides so that the
thiol-PEG 4-arm precursors could be labeled before crosslinking, utilizing the same
coupling reaction.
The number of fluorophores was related to the number of potential coupling groups, usually
on the order of thousandths, varying in donor/acceptor ratios from 0.5:0.5 to 1:6 per mille
thiols. Usually, these fluorophores are dissolved and stored in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
to prevent the hydrolysis of the maleimide function. However, in some cases, partial
gelation occurred already during the preparation of the precursor solutions after the addition
of the fluorophore solutions. To circumvent disulfide bridging by DMSO,297 the
fluorophores were dissolved in water so that no DMSO was added to the aqueous thiolPEG solution.
The amount and ratio of both fluorophores is expected to have an influence on the desired
network response. Therefore, the adjustment of these factors needs to be in accordance with
the investigated particle response. Without preempting results, the main focus was set on
the formation of functional networks with responsivity to mechanical deformations (“proof
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of concept”), while the sensitivity of the response mechanism was a secondary goal. For
the adjustment of sensitivity, the fluorophore amount and ratio might be effective
parameters.
Regarding the formation of functional networks, the concentration of both precursors was
always adjusted to the same number of coupling groups so that a fully quantitative coupling
for a perfect network was achievable theoretically. Hereby, the amount of fluorophore
added was neglected with the fraction of fluorophore labeled thiols being 1 % and less.
Realistically, unreacted precursor functionalities might remain in the as-is crosslinked
swollen network, but could meet upon network deformation, as for instance, from drying.
When a fully crosslinked hydrogel network is collapsed by drying, its original dimensions
should be restored upon reswelling. In case of the yielded hydrogel particles, smaller sizes
and non-spherical shapes were observed after reswelling. For one thing, this might originate
from adhesion to the glass substrate in collapsed state so that swelling expansion was
hampered. Comparable geometrical constraints to network swelling have also been
discussed in literature.54,298 For another thing, further crosslinks might have formed during
collapsing, as described. To prevent this, molecular maleimide was added to the hydrogel
particles after demulsification for capping unreacted thiol groups and inhibiting delayed
formation of covalent crosslinks.
Aiming to preserve the as-is crosslinked network structure, no changes could be perceived
in the appearance of fluorescing hydrogel particles before and after capping. However,
independent of the capping, the particles exhibited the same behavior upon reswelling after
a complete collapse (Figure V-7).
This indicates that delayed reaction to crosslinks might not be the only constraint upon
reswelling of the collapsed structures. Nevertheless, maleimide capping was conducted for
a long-term stabilization of the hydrogel particles to avoid inter-particle crosslinking.
Further alterations to influence reswelling might originate from entanglements (physical
crosslinks) or rearrangement of the network (cf. phantom network model, Section III.1.3),
besides mentioned adhesion on the surface.
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Figure V-7. Hydrogel particles of identical preparation with (A) and without maleimide capping (B) in PBS
dispersion, and successively dried and reswollen in water.

The structure of 4-arm star polymers suggests that their steric interactions might differ from
those of linear chains. This might contribute to physical crosslinking during collapsing and
reswelling, but also hamper complete network formation.
In this regard, the 4-arm PEG-Mal precursors were replaced by respective bifunctional
linear linkers (PEG-diMal) in two sizes (MW 2 kDa and 5 kDa) to crosslink the 4-arm PEG
with thiol groups. The short linear linker (MW 2 kDa) was of comparable size to one arm
of the star polymers (MW 2.5 kDa), the longer linker was of comparable size to two arms
of the star polymers (MW 5 kDa). Thus, the network design was still based on tetrahedral
cells, following the mentioned Flory-Rehner blueprint, but the distance between two
potential junction points in the resulting network was increased (Figure V-8A).
Carrying out the microfluidic preparation, microdroplet emulsions could be generated with
both combinations of the 4-arm PEG-SH and either of the bifunctional precursors. After
gelation and demulsification, no particles were yielded with the 2 kDa linkers, however.
Probably, the network had not been formed at all or partially incomplete so that the particles
were ruptured owing to the rough conditions during demulsification.
Using the 5 kDa linkers, hydrogel particles could be achieved in similar size to comparable
hydrogel particles formed solely from 4-arm precursors (Figure V-8B+C).
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Figure V-8. (A) Schematic comparison of influence of precursor architecture on potential junction points.
The CLSM images depict two batches prepared from the corresponding precursor system of
two 4-arm precursors (B) and 4-arm precursor with bifunctional linker (C) at similar conditions.

The exchange of one precursor did not lead to substantially different particle sizes. Bearing
in mind the dilution of precursor from the separating phase in microfluidics, it implies that
the network in the depicted hydrogel particles is rather loose than completely formed.
The lower the precursor concentration, the larger is the statistical distance between potential
coupling groups. Therefore, the precursor concentration represents another adjustment
parameter for the network formation. To increase the precursor concentration in the droplet
in the microfluidic system used, the dilution by the flow of the separating phase needs to
be decreased or the concentration of the precursor feed solutions increased.
Up to the latest microfluidic design, the flow rate of the separating phase could not be
lowered significantly below the flow rates of the precursor feeds while maintaining stable
conditions. Mostly, the precursor feed concentration was around 4 wt. %, as it was for the
hydrogel particles shown above (Figure V-8). Although microfluidic preparations with
such precursors have been conducted in higher concentrations,98 only concentrations up to
6 wt. % could be managed with the existing microfluidic structures in acceptable flow
stability. Therefore, further optimization of the microfluidic design might also be beneficial
for processing higher concentrations.
Ensuing from microfluidics and polymer coupling chemistry in parallel to influence the
network formation, the kinetics of the coupling are expected to be another adjustment
parameter in network formation. For the coupling reaction, the kinetics can be altered by
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changing one reactant of the Michael-type addition, e.g. the addition of thiol to vinylsulfone
is less reactive than to maleimide.293 Accordingly, the coupling should occur slower so that
mixing within the droplets is less impeded by the forming network. However, hydrogel
particles of strongly inhomogeneous size resulted from this variation (Figure V-9). While
the microemulsion droplets were of defined similar size, the differences probably arose
during swelling after release from the emulsion droplets. They might originate from
heterogeneity in crosslinking or expansion rupture. Either case could be caused by an
incomplete network formation, as the divinylsulfone linker (MW 3.5 kDa) was shorter than
the maleimide linker employed before (MW 5 kDa).

Figure V-9. (A) Scheme of the coupling reactions with CLSM images of the corresponding hydrogel
particles crosslinked with a maleimide-thiol addition (B) and a vinyl sulfone-thiol addition (C).
The particles were prepared with comparable precursor concentrations. Differences in
fluorescence color originate from the fluorophore labeling ratio.

Although this particular experiment yielded particle of a broad size dispersion, it indicates
how adjusting the crosslinking kinetics might help to affect the network formation, e.g. by
controlling the temperature during preparation, or by blending precursors of varying
reactivity. Indeed, this might require the adjustment of further parameters, but might also
allow reducing the microfluidic separation phase. As an effect, higher effective precursor
concentrations in the droplet could be reached. However, lower reactivity bears the risk of
incomplete network formation so that the development in material design and microfluidic
design are interconnected; they must go hand in hand.
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In conclusion, the parameters and aspects discussed here do not only reflect challenges in
preparation, but rather demonstrate the variability of adjustment for this material platform
by precursor size, geometry, and concentration, as well as crosslinking chemistry. From
this variety, parameter combinations were identified to yield homogeneously appearing
hydrogel particles. These were further characterized regarding their responses to network
deformations.

V.3. FRET Response to Global Network Deformations
from Swelling in Humidity
Attached to the network structure, the distance-dependency of the FRET pairs is to be
exploited for reporting network deformations. To investigate this correlation between
network deformations and fluorescence shifts between the FRET donor (Alexa Fluor 488)
and acceptor (Alexa Fluor 555), the fluorescence response of the hydrogel particles to
global network deformations was monitored with CLSM in spectral unmixing.

Global Response from Collapse and Reswelling in Humidity
The complete collapse of the hydrogel network is a strong global deformation. The dried
particles exhibited a yellowish fluorescence, shifted toward FRET acceptor fluorescence,
as already depicted above (Figure V-7).
To quantify the fluorescence shift from the global deformation of the hydrogel network,
particles were dried for a complete collapse. From dried state, the collapsed hydrogel
particles were reswollen successively in an environment with controlled humidity. For this
purpose, the experiment was conducted in a sealed container (Figure V-10).
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Figure V-10. Experimental setup of hydrogel particles dispersed on glass slides and kept in a sealed container
with controlled humidity.

The humidity within the container was controlled by the vapor pressure of a saturated salt
solution present in an open vial, and altered by exchange of the solution. Saturated aqueous
solutions of lithium chloride (LiCl), potassium carbonate (K2CO3), and sodium chloride
(NaCl) equilibrated the relative humidity (RH) in the container to 11 %, 43 %, and 75 %,
respectively.299 CLSM images were taken in spectral unmixing for each step. With
increasing humidity, a shift of the hydrogel fluorescence from orange over green-yellowish
to green was observed (Figure V-11).

Figure V-11. True color CLSM images of hydrogel particles in dried state and successively reswollen in
controlled humidity. Reprinted with permission and adapted from Neubauer et al.11 Copyright
American Chemical Society 2019.
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To evaluate the fluorescence shift between FRET donor and acceptor, the intensities at their
emission maxima were compared. Accordingly, spectrally unmixed confocal images at the
emission maxima detection ranges were taken for evaluation. For that purpose, the intensity
of the hydrogel particles (in grayscale units) in the FRET donor and acceptor images were
read out and averaged.
The manufacturer’s spectra of the fluorophores depict donor emission in the wavelength
range of the maximum acceptor emission. From these spectra, the spectral bleeding of the
donor in the acceptor intensity was assumed to be 25 % of the maximum donor emission
intensity (Figure V-12).

Figure V-12. Absorbance (dashed lines) and emission (solid lines) spectra of Alexa Fluor 488 (green) and
555 (orange) in solution.300 For evaluation of the average donor and acceptor intensity, confocal
scans in the detection ranges of the respective emission maxima (green and orange) were used.
The spectral bleeding of the donor in the acceptor intensity (green line in orange bar) was
estimated from these spectra and subtracted from the acceptor intensity. Reprinted with
permission and adapted from Neubauer et al.11 Copyright American Chemical Society 2019.

To account for the spectral bleeding of the donor in the acceptor image, 25 % of the
determined donor intensity was subtracted from the determined acceptor intensity (IA,corr =
IA – 0.25 ID). The FRET efficiency, as well as spectral bleeding, of a system can be
determined with methods which require comparative material with either donor or acceptor
labeling only (cf. Section III.3.2). For a direct measure of FRET in the prepared hydrogel
particles, the average intensities were compared as FRET acceptor/donor intensity ratio
(IA,corr / ID) at each humidity (Figure V-13). The comparison shows two hydrogel particle
systems prepared from 4-arm precursors, and from 4-arm precursors and bifunctional
linkers, as compared before (Figure V-8).
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Figure V-13. Ratio of averaged acceptor and donor fluorescence intensity for hydrogel particles prepared
from 4-arm precursors (crosses), and from 4-arm precursors and bifunctional linkers (open
squares) with differing network and fluorophore concentration as a function of relative
humidity. The error bars depict the standard deviation. The blue and red lines are guides to the
eye. The compositions of both types of hydrogels are given below. Reprinted with permission
and adapted from Neubauer et al.11 Copyright American Chemical Society 2019.

In general, a strong correlation between the network deformation by humidity-induced
swelling and the decrease in the ratio of acceptor/donor intensity can be derived for both
the 4-arm precursor system (4-arm PEG-SH & 4-arm PEG-Mal) and the precursor/linker
system (4-arm PEG-SH & PEG-diMal). In parallel to network expansion, the
acceptor/donor ratio is shifting toward donor fluorescence, as expected from an increase of
the fluorophore distances in the swollen hydrogel particles.
One of the main differences between the compared hydrogel systems was the number ratio
of donor and acceptor fluorophores. In the precursor/linker system it was 1:6, whereas it
was 1:1 in the 4-arm precursor system. Moreover, the two systems varied in precursor
architecture and concentration. The 4-arm precursor system was prepared from solutions of
4-arm PEG thiol (MW 10 kDa) and 4-arm PEG maleimide (MW 10 kDa) in PBS (6 wt. %
each), with a ratio of coupled donor and acceptor of 1:1, occupying approx. 0.1% of the
available thiol groups. The precursor/linker system was prepared from solutions of 4-arm
PEG thiol (MW 10 kDa) and PEG dimaleimide (MW 5 kDa) in PBS (4 wt. % each) with a
ratio of coupled donor and acceptor of 1:6, occupying approx. 1% of the available thiol
groups (for further information cf. Section V.7). All in all, the overall fluorophore
concentration in the precursor/linker system was higher than in the 4-arm precursor system
by a factor of five, besides potential differences in network structure.
These parameters directly affect the sensitivity of the hydrogel such that the
precursor/linker system exhibits a stronger shift in the acceptor/donor intensity ratio with
humidity, presumably due to its higher number of acceptor fluorophores. While the 4-arm
precursor system shifts from yellow to green with increasing humidity (Figure V-11), the
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acceptor/donor intensity ratio in the precursor/linker system was larger than one for up to
75% RH, meaning predominating acceptor intensity. Therefore, the particles appeared
slightly yellowish in CLSM at all humidity steps.
To gather insight to the response functionality of the network, a statistical approach was
based on the parameters of the 4-arm precursor system with an equimolar ratio of the FRET
pair to simplify the assumptions.

Statistical Approach to the FRET Response from Humidity Reswelling
For a deeper understanding of the FRET response of the 4-arm precursor system,
statistically expectable fluorophore distances were taken from the preparation parameters
and compared to the distance required for FRET.
The Förster radius of the coupled Alexa 488 and Alexa 555 fluorophores is 7.0 nm in
solution.300 The FRET efficiency decays to a power of six,171 limiting efficient FRET to
distances lower than approx. 15 nm (Figure V-14).

Figure V-14. FRET efficiency as a function of the donor-acceptor distance calculated for Alexa Fluor 488
and Alexa Fluor 555, assuming a Förster radius of 7.0 nm. Reprinted with permission and
adapted from Neubauer et al.11 Copyright American Chemical Society 2019.

From the preparation parameters, an average distance between donor and acceptor in the
hydrogel network can be calculated from the molecular dimensions of the precursors. The
fluorophores had been coupled to 4-arm thiol-PEG precursors in an equimolar ratio,
occupying one thousandth of the thiol functionalities of the precursors. Hence, statistically
one out of 250 thiol-PEG precursors carried either a donor or an acceptor. Assuming an
alteration of donor and acceptor, an average donor-acceptor distance in the network can be
approximated by the end-to-end distance in a random walk along the precursor molecules.
The network was formed from 4-arm PEG-SH and 4-arm PEG-Mal precursors that were
connected in an alternating order owing to the crosslinking reaction. Thus, the mentioned
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average random walk comprises 250 maleimide-PEG and 251 thiol-PEG precursors (Figure
V-15A).

Figure V-15. (A) Scheme of random walk from donor to acceptor along the network for average end-to-end
distance. (B) Limiting case of minimal end-to-end distance for both donor and acceptor being
attached to the same precursor molecule.

Neglecting terminal functional groups, the end-to-end distance depicting the average
donor-acceptor distance in the network can be calculated from the molecular weights of the
4-arm precursors (MW 10kDa each) and the monomer (MW 44 Da), and the effective
length per monomer unit (l = 0.28 nm).301 For the network collapsed in dried state, the ideal
chain model is assumed, giving the end-to-end distance R0. For the fully swollen network,
solvated Flory chains are assumed, giving the end-to-end distance RF (cf. Section III.1.1).
cf. ( 1 )
cf. ( 2 )

Both in dried and swollen state, the donor-acceptor distances in the network assumed from
the average end-to-end distances R0,avg and RF,avg exceed the Förster radius of RFö = 7.0 nm
drastically.
In contrast to the average value, one limiting case would be the donor and acceptor attached
to the same 4-arm thiol-PEG precursor (Figure V-15B). Despite its relatively low
probability, the according minimal donor-acceptor distances in the network can be
determined from the corresponding minimal end-to-end distances in the dried (R0,min) and
the fully solvated state (RF,min) to the following.
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cf. ( 1 )
cf. ( 2 )

Realistically, the discussed cases might be considered as boundary conditions for a
distribution of donor-acceptor distances in the hydrogel network. Assuming it is described
by a normal distribution, the probability density function of the donor-acceptor distance rDA
is given in equation (35).302

( 35 )

Both in dried and solvated state, a distribution of rDA can be expected. The corresponding
calculated average end-to-end distances may be the mean value µ for each distribution
(µ0%RH = R0,avg and µ100%RH = RF,avg). The variance σ2 is determined from the width of the
distribution of the donor-acceptor distance. The interval µ ± 3σ covers more than 99 % of
the distribution. Thus, the interval µ – 3σ is calculated from the boundary conditions so that
the difference between the average value (µ0%RH = R0,avg and µ100%RH = RF,avg, resp.) and
the minimal donor-acceptor distance (R0,min and RF,min, resp.) is approximated to be 3σ of
the distribution in dried and solvated state, respectively. For example, in the solvated
swollen state, σ is calculated according to equation (36).

( 36 )

As it is assumed that the ideal chain and the Flory chain reflect the chain conformation at
0 % and 100 % RH, respectively, the donor-acceptor distances are interpolated linearly for
the humidity steps in between. Below, it is shown exemplarily for 11 % RH: the mean
donor-acceptor distance µ11% RH (equation (37)) and the minimal donor-acceptor distance
rDA,min,11% RH (equation (38)) are interpolated from the end-to-end distances in dried and
solvated state, whereas σ is calculated analog as before (cf. equation (36)).
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( 37 )
( 38 )
cf. ( 36 )

From the µ and σ values yielded in these interpolations, normal distributions of the donoracceptor distance rDA could be calculated at each humidity step (Figure V-16). Consistently,
the distribution is significantly narrower in collapsed state (ideal chain model) than for the
fully solvated and swollen network (Flory chain model).

Figure V-16. (A) Theoretically derived normal probability distributions of the donor-acceptor distances in
the hydrogel network at investigated humidity steps. For comparison, the two-fold Förster
radius 2 RFö is indicated (black line). (B) Close-up plot of the probability distributions within
the two-fold Förster radius.

The comparison of the derived distribution ranges with the plausible FRET distance range,
the two-fold Förster radius, reveals that only a minor number of fluorophores might be in a
distance able to contribute to the observed fluorescence shift, at least according to this
model. A closer look to the relevant distances below the two-fold Förster radius, a
qualitative compliance with the observed fluorescence shifts was found (Figure V-16 B).
Although a statistical model simplifying the donor-acceptor distance distributions to a twobody problem along one model chain is not sufficient to describe a whole network, the
derived results already give a qualitative validation of the observed effect. For a full
description, the statistical model would need to be expanded from one chain with two
fluorophores to a 3D network structure, accounting for further donor and acceptor
fluorophores in the surrounding. Moreover, unequal donor/acceptor number ratios need to
be taken into account. However, these first promising approaches offer a perspective for
future theoretical studies on this hydrogel platform.
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V.4. Mechanical Characterization
of the Hydrogel Network Structure
AFM was utilized for investigating the fluorescence response to mechanical deformations.
It allows to apply mechanical loads and monitor the resulting deformation. Therefore, it is
well suited for mechanical characterization of the hydrogel particles. To ensure a defined
interaction geometry, colloidal probe AFM (CP-AFM) was used as it features spherical
particles as probes indenting into the hydrogel particles. In regard to the mechanical
properties and the fluorescence response to mechanical triggers, hydrogel particles
prepared from the aforementioned precursor/linker system were investigated (4-arm PEGSH & PEG-diMal, cf. Section V.3).
Commonly, the elastic properties of hydrogel particles are evaluated with continuum
mechanics models of elastic spheres (cf. Section III.2).148-150 Indentation experiments were
conducted on hydrogel particles with CP-AFM to determine the Young’s modulus (19.59
µm CP diameter). The processed force-indentation plots typically showed a slight
hysteresis between approach and retraction, and strong adhesion (Figure V-17A).

Figure V-17. (A) Typical AFM force-indentation curve on a hydrogel particle, illustrating approach (red)
and retraction (blue). (B) Average Young’s modulus of 15 hydrogel particles evaluated with
the Hertz model. The error bars depict the standard deviation between the measurements on
each particle (usually five indentations each). The dotted vertical line denotes the overall
average value. Reprinted with permission and adapted from Neubauer et al.11 Copyright
American Chemical Society 2019.
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Within the initial indentation of up to 600-800 nm, the data matches the Hertz model.
Despite the observed adhesion, the data usually could be fitted to the power law of the
Hertzian contact (

) with a deviation of 5 % or less. Data with a stronger deviation

was not taken into account for the statistics (Figure V-17B). From the indentation of 15
hydrogel particles, the Young’s modulus was averaged to 469 ± 101 Pa.
For investigating the behavior of the hydrogel particles at large deformations, a different
experimental setup for CP-AFM was utilized (JPK CellHesion, cf. Section V.7 for further
details). Moreover, a larger CP (approx. 53 µm diameter) in a size similar to the hydrogel
particle size (approx. 80 µm diameter) was used for a more global deformation of the
particles.
Applying large forces on the order of micronewtons, the deformation at certain forces was
read out from the force-indentation plots of individual particles (Figure V-18). For
comparison, they were plotted next to the idealized force-deformation behavior of a
Hertzian elastic sphere, possessing a Young’s modulus of 469 Pa as determined for the
particles in prior experiments.

Figure V-18. (A) Typical force-indentation curve on a hydrogel particle in an experimental setup for large
forces and large deformations, illustrating approach (red) and retraction (blue). (B) Indentation
values of ten individual particles at certain forces extracted from the corresponding forceindentation curves (red crosses) in comparison with the idealized force-deformation curve
(black line) of a Hertzian elastic sphere with the Young’s modulus determined before (469 ±
101 Pa). The gray shade around the line depicts the standard deviation. Reprinted with
permission and adapted from Neubauer et al.11 Copyright American Chemical Society 2019.
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The direct comparison expectably reveals a strong deviation between the Hertz model and
the hydrogel particles at forces above 1 µN. As the Hertz model is based on small, purely
elastic deformation, additional permanent or time-dependent contributions arising at larger
deformations are not taken into account. This is even more obvious when comparing a
sequence of indentations to the same hydrogel particle (Figure V-19).

Figure V-19. Indentation values at certain forces extracted from consecutive force-indentation curves of the
same particle. Reprinted with permission and adapted from Neubauer et al.11 Copyright
American Chemical Society 2019.

After the first indentation, the following indentations were conducted in the same manner
without any delay. At the same force, a smaller indentation was reached at the second and
third cycle. This is a strong indication of permanent or time-dependent deformation of the
material. In case of a hydrogel, this may be plastic deformation or squeezing out of solvent
which would take time to reswell. Consequently, these contributions add up to the elastic
forces and result in the determined forces higher than predicted by the Hertz model. This is
pronounced stronger for indentation larger than 40 µm. From the opposite view, however,
an acceptable agreement between the large indentation measurements and the Hertz model
might be up to a force of 1 µN. Models for describing large deformation of hydrogels303,304
might contribute in future studies to elucidate the effects at large forces.
Both, the determination of the elastic properties and the behavior at large deformation are
essential to understand the mechanical behavior of the hydrogel particles. Eventually,
defined and predictable mechanical behavior are required to correlate the hydrogel
mechanoresponse to the acting forces for an application as force sensor.
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V.5. FRET Response to Mechanical Deformations
of the Hydrogel Network
The fluorescence response to strong network deformations from collapse and swelling in
humidity indicated the desired functionality of the mechanoresponse concept. In these
experiments, the precursor/linker system (4-arm PEG-SH & PEG-diMal) showed a more
pronounced FRET shift during swelling in humidity. Therefore, these hydrogel particles
were investigated regarding their mechanical properties and put to proof for fluorescence
response to mechanical compression.
Utilizing the ability to apply defined loads with AFM, indentation experiments were
conducted in a combined CLSM-AFM setup to image the fluorescence of the particle in
situ with CLSM. Besides microscopy characterization, hydrogel particles of various
network and fluorophore composition were tested for a fluorescence response to
mechanical indentation. However, only the hydrogel particles prepared from the
aforementioned precursor/linker system are discussed here. Exhibiting the most
pronounced response to mechanical compression, these particles were chosen for an indepth characterization and development of a validation method for the mechanoresponse.

Global Mechanoresponse to Mechanical Deformations
Similar to the indentation experiments at large forces, a CP-AFM probe in a size similar to
the hydrogel particle (approx. 53 µm CP diameter to approx. 80 µm particle size) was
indented into the hydrogel particles for causing deformation all over the hydrogel network.
The applied load was increased incrementally. CLSM images were taken in between with
the load kept constant (Figure V-20).
Aiming for monitoring the changes in the overall emission of the hydrogel network, the
focus of the CLSM images at each force increment was adjusted to the midplane of the
deformed particle, i.e. the focal plane in which the hydrogel particle appeared largest. In
the series of spectrally unmixed CLSM images, a shift in the detected color could be
observed (Figure V-20B).
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Figure V-20 (A) Scheme of the combined setup utilizing CP-AFM and CLSM to trigger and detect the
mechanoresponse of the hydrogel particles. The size ratio of the CP and the particle are to scale
(approx. 53:80 µm diameter). (B) True color CLSM images of the same particle at the denoted
loads. The black shade at 3000 nN originates from the CP.

Similar to the swelling experiments, the average intensities of the donor and the acceptor
emission maxima were determined at each load over the whole particle focal plane. Analog,
the spectral bleeding of the donor in the detected acceptor intensity was corrected and
plotted as a function of the applied load (Figure V-21).

Figure V-21. (A) Fluorescence intensity of the donor (green triangles) and the acceptor (orange squares)
averaged in the particle midplane, and (B) resulting acceptor/donor intensity ratio as functions
of the applied load. The arrows are to guide the eye along the loading-unloading cycle in both
plots.

While the acceptor intensity was comparably unchanged over the loading-unloading cycle,
the donor intensity and the resulting acceptor/donor intensity ratio were significantly
diverging between loading and unloading. Whereas a shift of the A/D intensity ratio toward
the acceptor signal is expected upon loading and compressing the network, it would be
expected to shift back toward donor signal when unloaded. However, a further decrease in
donor intensity and a further increase in A/D intensity ratio was observed for the unloading
increments.
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With the images being taken successively, a time-dependent effect might be superimposing
the desired response to the mechanical stimuli. As the donor intensity decreased apparently
independent of the load, photobleaching of the donor fluorophores might be an explanation.
Imaging an uncompressed, pristine hydrogel particle serially with the same parameters as
in the indentation series, a strong indication for photobleaching was verified (Figure V-22).

Figure V-22. (A) Fluorescence intensity of the donor (green triangles) and the acceptor (orange squares)
averaged in the particle midplane, and (B) resulting acceptor/donor intensity ratio as functions
of the confocal scan repetition. The inset true color CLSM images depict the particle in the first
and the last scan.

The acceptor intensity does not change notably in the series, but a strong decay of approx.
35 % in the donor intensity is found over 20 scans. This decay causes a significant shift in
acceptor/donor intensity ratio. On the one hand, this finding reveals that close attention has
to be paid to photobleaching for interpretation of the data. On the other hand, it is a strong
indication that the acceptor fluorophore is uninfluenced by the laser source exciting the
donor fluorophores during scanning.
For interpreting the data of global particle deformation by CP-AFM, the donor
photobleaching needs to be compensated. As an internal standard for photobleaching, a
neighboring uncompressed particle was taken as control (Figure V-23).

Figure V-23. Load increment series of the same particle as in Figure V-20 with depiction of a neighboring
control particle to determine the influence of donor photobleaching.
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In each image i, the control particle’s donor intensity ID,ctrl.,i is compared to its original
intensity ID.ctrl.,0 in the very first image. This ratio is then used as correction factor for the
donor intensity of the compressed particle ID,comp.,i to compensate for photobleaching in the
corresponding image i.

( 39 )

For depicting the global A/D intensity ratio shift as a function of the load increments, the
acceptor intensity is corrected for spectral bleeding, and the donor intensity is compensated
for photobleaching with the described correction factor (Figure V-24).

Figure V-24. (A) Photobleaching compensated fluorescence intensity of the donor (green triangles) and
fluorescence intensity of the acceptor (orange squares) averaged in the particle midplane, and
(B) resulting acceptor/donor intensity ratio as functions of the applied load.

Comparing the donor photobleaching compensated intensity plot (Figure V-24) with the
uncompensated one (Figure V-21), it is most notably that the donor intensity does not
diverge over the loading-unloading cycle, but rather shows good agreement indicating a
successful compensation of the photobleaching effect. The acceptor intensity is depicted
identical in both plots. Both donor and acceptor intensity increased with load, whereas the
increase seemed to be more pronounced for the donor. However, the acceptor/donor
intensity remained relatively constant at a value of 0.4 over the whole loading-unloading
cycle. Therefore, the observed intensity increase might originate from an overall
compression of the hydrogel.
In contrast to the strong fluorescence response observed during collapse and reswelling in
humidity, no global response in the A/D intensity ratio could be identified for deformation
with CP-AFM. For one thing, the A/D intensity ratio was majorly influenced by the
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occurring photobleaching of the donor. For another thing, the compression of the hydrogel
was strongest at the apex of the CP whereas a significant share of the hydrogel particle was
squeezed around the probe so that strong compression in the center and stretching
deformation from squeezing might average out a detectable effect. Accordingly, the
mechanoresponse is investigated more locally in the following.

Local Mechanoresponse to Mechanical Deformations
The stress acting on the hydrogel network originated from a localized indentation of a
spherical probe. Therefore, the fluorescence response should be more pronounced in the
surrounding of the indented CP, the origin of the mechanical deformation.
When imaging with higher magnification (63x oil immersion objective, compared to 20x
air objective in previous images), also the confocal resolution in z-direction is expected to
be higher (cf. Section III.3.3) so that the resolution in all dimensions is increased. As in
prior experiments, the hydrogel particle was imaged while the applied load was kept
constant (Figure V-25). The focal plane was set to the apex of the indented CP, visible as a
cyan-blueish reflection of the exciting laser (488 nm).

Figure V-25. (A) Scheme of the combined setup utilizing CP-AFM and CLSM to trigger and detect the
mechanoresponse of the hydrogel particles. The size ratio of the CP and the particle are to scale
(approx. 53:80 µm diameter). (B) True color CLSM image of a hydrogel particle indented by
a CP at 7 μN load (cyan-blueish reflection of the apex). Reprinted with permission and adapted
from Neubauer et al.11 Copyright American Chemical Society 2019.

The hydrogel surrounding the CP exhibited a slight yellowish fluorescence shift toward
FRET acceptor emission owing to compressive deformation of the material. Moreover, the
compression lead to a localized increase in overall fluorescence intensity because of an
increase of fluorophore concentration in the confocal volume. This could be identified in
spectrally unmixed images of the donor and acceptor emission maxima (Figure V-26).
Similar indications were observed in the global fluorescence response to CP indentation.
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Figure V-26. Spectrally unmixed confocal images of a hydrogel particle indented with CP-AFM at 7µN,
illustrating the detection channel of the donor and acceptor emission maxima (top). The image
of both maxima channels merged (bottom left) is placed next to the true color image (bottom
right), comprising all of the detected channels. Brightness and contrast of the images were
adjusted for illustration. Reprinted with permission and adapted from Neubauer et al.11
Copyright American Chemical Society 2019.

In analogy to the evaluation of global responses to hydrogel particle deformation above,
the local fluorescence shift was determined by the acceptor/donor intensity ratio from the
spectral confocal images comprising the according emission maxima. To correlate the local
fluorescence shift with the mechanical stress applied by the CP, the spatially resolved
intensities of the FRET donor and acceptor were averaged azimuthally as a radial function
of the distance from the center of the CP, which is the origin of the mechanical stress (Figure
V-27A, white sketch).
The reflection of the CP was utilized to align the area for azimuthal averaging, but the radial
function was averaged from a circular section only. If the full circular area was averaged to
a radial function, an offset in aligning the centers of the averaging area and the CP could
attenuate or even nullify radial features in the averaged function.
Whereas the spectral bleeding in the acceptor intensity was corrected analog to all prior
evaluations, the photobleaching of the donor was not taken into account because the
compared intensities originated from the same image.
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Figure V-27. (A) True color CLSM image of a hydrogel particle indented by a CP at 7 μN load (cyan-blueish
reflection of the apex). The white sketch marks the circular section, where the fluorescence
intensity of the donor and acceptor was averaged azimuthally as a radial function. Brightness
and contrast were adjusted for illustration. (B) Ratio of the average fluorescence intensity of
the acceptor and donor during CP indentation, corresponding to the radial function marked in
(A). Reprinted with permission and adapted from Neubauer et al.11 Copyright American
Chemical Society 2019.

Strikingly, the determined acceptor/donor ratio in the hydrogel was shifted toward acceptor
fluorescence in close vicinity to the center. The acceptor/donor shift was most pronounced
within a radial distance of approx. 8 µm, correlating with the size of the CP reflection. The
increased scattering of the data at smaller radii is most probably an artifact of azimuthal
averaging, as noise is more present with less pixels averaged. As a result, the localized
fluorescence shift toward acceptor intensity can be attributed to the mechanical
compression of the hydrogel under the CP apex. This mechanoresponse could be observed
in several particles, as depicted in a representative overview (Figure V-28).
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Figure V-28. Mechanoresponse in hydrogel particles as representative selection of acceptor/donor intensity
ratio plots (left column). The first plot on the top left is shown in Figure V-27. Next to the plots
of each particle, the corresponding full data for each particle (middle column) and the
corresponding CLSM images are shown (right column). Reprinted with permission and adapted
from Neubauer et al.11 Copyright American Chemical Society 2019.

The mechanoresponse of these hydrogel particles was more pronounced at larger AFM
loads. The data depicted above was observed at 7 μN load. To benchmark the stress
resolution of the hydrogel particles, the pressure profile under the CP is calculated at the
smallest load (1 μN) triggering a detectable mechanoresponse (Figure V-29).
For the calculation of the local pressure acting at the CP apex, the Hertz model was utilized
as an approximation.9,152
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cf. ( 26 )

cf. ( 22 )
cf. ( 23 )

To estimate the radial pressure distribution p(r), the contact radius a was calculated for a
load of F = 1 µN, assuming Reff from the radii of the undeformed particle (Rparticle = 80 µm)
and the CP (RCP = 53 µm), Eparticle = 469 Pa (as determined above), and νparticle = 0.5 (as
assumed in the mechanical characterization). The term comprising the elastic properties of
the CP was neglected owing to its rigidness and comparably high elastic modulus.

Figure V-29. (A) True color CLSM image of a hydrogel particle indented by a CP at 1 μN load (cyan-blueish
reflection of the apex). Analog to the previous evaluation, the fluorescence intensity of the
donor and acceptor was averaged azimuthally as a radial function. Brightness and contrast were
adjusted for illustration. (B) Ratio of the average fluorescence intensity of the acceptor and
donor during CP indentation (dark red dots, left axis) in comparison with a calculated Hertz
pressure profile under the CP apex (black line, right axis) with axes scaled for better
visualization. The inset depicts the same plot in full scale of both data axes. Reprinted with
permission and adapted from Neubauer et al.11 Copyright American Chemical Society 2019.

Admittedly, assumptions of the Hertz model include a small contact area and small
deformation and neglect adhesion so that the boundary conditions at the applied load are
beyond these conditions. Despite this, the comparison of indentation with the large CP and
the Hertz prediction from the determined elastic modulus has shown an acceptable
agreement up to a load of 1 μN (Figure V-18B). Assuming a Hertzian contact, the pressure
at the CP apex could be approximated to the order of 1 kPa in the area with an observable
shift in acceptor/donor intensity ratio (Figure V-29B). Although this approximation
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deviates from the actual contact mechanics, this threshold stress allows to anticipate the
stress resolution of the hydrogel particles be at least in the lower kPa range (1−10 kPa).
The spatial resolution was determined by the fluorescence shift arising from the indentation
of an AFM tip as a more localized mechanical trigger (Figure V-30). The indented
pyramidal tip presented above in the concept scheme (Figure V-1D) is a sharp AFM probe,
as usually used for conventional imaging. Here, the fluorescence response is strongly
localized to the side of the indented tip. Hence, the spatial resolution must be on the lower
micrometer scale.

Figure V-30. (A) True color CLSM image of a hydrogel particle indented by an AFM tip (black triangle, the
cantilever is visible as slight shade). Brightness and contrast were adjusted for illustration. (B)
Ratio of the average fluorescence intensity of the acceptor and donor during CP indentation,
corresponding to the white sketch marked in the inset. It denotes the circular section where the
fluorescence intensity of the donor and acceptor was averaged azimuthally as a radial function.
Reprinted with permission and adapted from Neubauer et al.11 Copyright American Chemical
Society 2019.

In the surrounding of the indented AFM imaging tip (black triangle), areas with shifted
fluorescence appeared. In contrast to CP indentation, the fluorescence shift is not radially
symmetrical around the tip (Figure V-30A and inset of B). On the one hand, the tip is not
spherical but pyramidal. On the other hand, the cantilever can be slightly tilted from the
manual mounting in the AFM and its inclination.122 An area exhibiting a pronounced
fluorescence shift was averaged azimuthally and evaluated, analog to the CP experiments.
In the spatial acceptor/donor intensity ratio, a clear shift toward FRET acceptor
fluorescence was found in close distance to the AFM tip.
Owing to the geometrical difference to a spherical probe, the higher localization of the
fluorescence mechanoresponse may originate from the stronger localization of the
mechanical interaction between the AFM tip and the hydrogel particle. Potential
fluorescence artifacts from the cantilever tip can be ruled out, as the manufacturer of the
cantilevers used (Nanosensors, Switzerland) is known for very low autofluorescence.305
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V.6. Conclusions
In conclusion, mechanoresponsive microscopic hydrogel particles were developed from
PEG macromolecular precursors with defined chain length for a homogeneous network,
following the blueprint of the Flory-Rehner theory. Fluorophores forming FRET pairs were
connected to the hydrogel network structure for reporting global and local deformations of
the polymer network in situ as fluorescence shifts.
Utilizing droplet microfluidics, hydrogel particles could be yielded from monodisperse
microemulsion droplets of the PEG precursor solutions. Owing to the high reactivity of the
precursor crosslinking reaction, adaptions of the microfluidic structure were required to
prevent premature crosslinking of the precursor solutions, and to facilitate thorough mixing
of the droplets. Besides variations in the microfluidic setup, the precursor system was varied
in concentration, molecular architecture, and crosslinking chemistry for a homogeneous
network formation in the hydrogel particles. Moreover, further subsequent crosslinking
causing aggregation was to be prevented, e.g. by capping reactive groups.
In the concept, network deformations should be signaled by coupled FRET donor and
acceptor molecules, causing a shift in fluorescence from donor toward stronger acceptor
emission. Indeed, this could be observed when the network was collapsed after drying.
Increasing the surrounding humidity in a controlled fashion, the fluorescence successively
shifted back from FRET acceptor toward donor emission, signaling global network
deformations induced from the swelling expansion. With a simplified model of one FRET
pair at the termini of a single polymer chain, FRET pair distance distributions were
calculated, explaining the humidity-dependent shift qualitatively.
The hydrogel particle response to mechanical stress was investigated in a combined CLSMAFM setup. For observing a fluorescence response to mechanical stress, hydrogel particles
were prepared with variations in network formation and fluorophore labeling. Whereas the
collapse by drying usually led to the expected fluorescence shift for most particle variations,
only one hydrogel particle variation was investigated in detail regarding its
mechanoresponsiveness.
Colloidal Probe AFM (CP-AFM) was used for mechanical characterization of the
mechanoresponsive hydrogel particles. With the Hertz model, an elastic modulus in the
order of 0.5 kPa could be determined. Moreover, the force-deformation relation was
investigated for these particles up to an indentation of approx. 70 % of the particle radius.
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Both, the elastic properties and the behavior at large deformation are essential to understand
the mechanical behavior of the hydrogel particles when aiming for predictable mechanics.
For investigating the mechanoresponse, a mechanical load was applied with CP-AFM on
the hydrogel particles while their fluorescence response was monitored with CLSM in situ.
Observing the fluorescence shift on a global particle level, no correlation between the
applied load and the intensity ratio FRET acceptor and donor emission was found when
averaged over the whole particle. Owing to multiple excitation in a loading-unloading
cycle, photobleaching of the donor was more pronounced than network responses in the
acceptor/donor intensity ratio. An alternative approach for determining FRET would be to
spatially resolve the lifetimes of the donor fluorophores in the system (e.g. FLIM, cf.
Section III.3). This approach requires a combined AFM-FLIM instrumentation, but it could
be a perspective to advance in this direction.
Evaluating the fluorescence intensity as a function of the distance from the center of the
indented CP allowed to rule out the influence of photobleaching between successive
images. With the FRET acceptor/donor intensity ratio shifted toward acceptor emission in
close distance to the center, this finding clearly indicated the functionality of the network
mechanoresponse. Comparing the mechanical characterization and the fluorescence
response to mechanical loads, the stress resolution could be estimated to the lower kPa
range (1-10 kPa). With non-elastic contributions increasing with large indentation,
modeling of the acting stresses comprises complexities that might be tackled in future
studies. Indenting an AFM imaging tip, the higher localization of mechanical stress allowed
to determine the spatial resolution of the hydrogel network to be on the lower micrometer
scale.
The rather simple material platform of these hydrogel particles allows altering of precursors
and network density, which will in turn affect the mechanical properties, as demonstrated
for macroscopic approaches.292 Consequently, the mechanosensitivity could be adjusted by
the sensitivity of fluorescence response via fluorophore concentration and donor/acceptor
number ratio. Moreover, by increasing the polymer network density, the hydrogel is not
only expected to be stiffer but also able to respond to smaller deformations. Further, by
increasing the fluorophore concentration, the hydrogel could be expected to generate
fluorescence response already at smaller deformations. In addition, by incorporating cellbinding sites, these hydrogel particles might serve as a general material platform for force
sensing in mechanobiology.
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V.7. Experimental Details
Materials
The photoresist SU-8 2050 with developer was purchased from Micro Resist Technology
(Berlin, Germany). The Sylgard 184 kit was purchased from DowCorning (Midland, MI,
USA). The fluorinated oils HFE-7500 and HFE-7100 were produced by 3M and purchased
from

IoLiTec

(Heilbronn,

Germany).

(Tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2,-tetrahydrooctyl)-

trichlorosilane was purchased from Gelest (Morrisville, PA, USA). Maleimide-PEGmaleimide (MW 5 kDa), 4-arm PEG thiol (MW 10 kDa), and 4-arm PEG maleimide (MW
10 kDa) were purchased from JenKem Technology (Plano, TX, USA). Alexa Fluor 488 C5
maleimide and Alexa Fluor 555 C2 maleimide were purchased from Thermo Fisher
Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Maleimide, Phophate buffered saline (PBS) tablets,
mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane, sodium chloride, and Hellmanex were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich. Perfluorooctanol was purchased from AlfaAesar. Lithium chloride was
purchased from Merck. Potassium carbonate was purchased from Fluka. Ethanol (p.a.
grade) was purchased from VWR International GmbH.
If not stated otherwise, the water used was purified with a microfiltration system (USF
ELGA PureLab Plus).

Fabrication of Microfluidic Structures
Microfluidic (MF) structures were fabricated combining photo- and soft lithography. The
channel design was blueprinted with CAD (AutoCAD 2016, v. M.107.0.0) and plotted as a
photomask. The positive of the structure was generated with photolithography, as described
elsewhere. 66
Briefly, a layer of a photoresist (SU-8 2050) was spin-coated on a silicon wafer, and
illuminated through the photomask. After curing and developing, the positive of the MF
structure could be molded by soft lithography using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard
184, precursor-curing agent ratio 1:10) at a curing temperature of 65 °C for 2 h. The
demolded structures and glass slides were activated in oxygen plasma and connected to
close the negative structure. The MF channels were fluorinated by rinsing with a solution
of (tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2,-tetrahydrooctyl)trichlorosilane in a fluorinated polyether (HFE7500, 2 % (v/v) silane conc.).
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Preparation of Hydrogel Particles
The hydrogel particles were generated via droplet micro-fluidics and thermally elevated
gelation of the precursor droplets.
For droplet MF, a ABA triblock surfactant consisting of two perfluoropolyether (PFPE)
blocks and a poly(ethylene glycol) block294 was supplied and dissolved in a fluorinated oil
(HFE-7500, 2 wt. % surfactant conc.) as the continuous oil phase. For forming the
hydrogels, precursor solutions of 4-arm PEG thiol (MW 10 kDa) and PEG(Maleimide)2
(MW 5 kDa) in 1X PBS solution (4 wt. % each) were prepared. To the PEG thiol solution,
the fluorophores Alexa Fluor 488 (FRET donor) and Alexa 555 (FRET acceptor) were
added from stock solutions (1mg/mL) for attachment. As a matter of course, the PEG thiol
had been dissolved in an accordingly smaller volume of PBS solution to reach the desired
concentration after addition of the fluorophore solutions. The ratio of coupled donor and
acceptor was 1:6 occupying approx. 1 % of the thiols.
For the particles in the humidity swelling experiments, solutions of 4-arm PEG thiol (MW
10 kDa) and 4-arm PEG maleimide (MW 10 kDa) (6 wt. % each) were used. The ratio of
coupled donor and acceptor was 1:1 occupying 0.1% of the thiols.
The microfluidic conditions for generating the hydrogel particles were kept at a flow rate
of 800 µL/h for the continuous phase and 225 µL/h for the dispersed phase (75 µL/h each).
Collected in vials, the droplet emulsions were shaken gently at elevated temperature (37
°C) for gelation overnight. For demulsification, the sedimented oil phase was removed and
1X PBS solution was added to the emulsion for phase transfer of the demulsified particles.
The triblock copolymer surfactant was removed by a threefold extraction against
perfluoroctanol in HFE-7100 (1:4 (v/v)). For the maleimide capping, an amount of
maleimide (0.1 M, aqueous) was added in a tenfold excess of the original amount of thiol
groups and left for one hour at elevated temperature (37 °C). Subsequently, the particle
dispersion was sedimented gently (30 s, 1000 G rcf) so that one fourth of the dispersion
volume could be removed from the supernatant and replaced with 1X PBS solution, in three
repetitions altogether.With respect to the sensitivity of the fluorophores to light, the particle
dispersions were stored in darkness.

Optical Characterization
Conventional fluorescence microscopy was performed on DMi8 inverted microscope
(Leica Microsystems, Germany) using a 10x air objective (NA 0.30) and a GFP filter set.
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Mechanical Characterization
For the mechanical characterization of the hydrogel particles, colloidal probe (CP) AFM
was used. Tipless cantilevers (NSC 35 and CSC 37, without Al backside coating,
MikroMasch, Tallinn, Estland) were calibrated with the thermal noise method.
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Stöber

silica particles (at CSC 37, 19.59 µm diameter, microParticles, Germany) and glass beads
(at NSC 35, 30-50 µm diameter, Polysciences, Germany) were glued to the apex of the
cantilever (NOA 63, Norland Products, USA) as spherical probes. As substrates, cover slips
(35

mm

diameter,

0.17

mm

thickness,

VWR)

were

functionalized

with

mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS) to immobilize the hydrogel particles. Prior to
the experiments, the cover slips were cleaned by ultrasonication in Hellmanex solution,
water, and ethanol, successively. Blow-dried with nitrogen, they were cleaned further in
oxygen plasma (SmartPlasma, plasma technology, Germany) for one minute (80 W, 0.2
mbar) and kept in a desiccator with MPTMS (10-20 µL) under reduced pressure for two
hours. Afterwards, the substrates were rinsed with ethanol for removal of unbound silane.
The AFM experiments were conducted with an MFP-3D (Asylum Research, USA) in a
closed fluid cell. The cell was filled with 1X PBS solution. Then, a small amount of the
particle dispersion (5 µL) was added and left for sedimentation and surface immobilization
for at least 30 mins.
Freestanding

particles

(15

particles)

were

chosen

randomly

for

mechanical

characterization. A coarse optical alignment of the individual particles and the colloidal
probe was followed by quick force-mapping of each particle apex for a finer alignment. On
each particle, ten force-deformation curves were recorded (CSC 37).
For evaluation, the data was fitted with the Hertz model,148 using Igor Pro 6 and a custommade evaluation code306 based on the fundamentals of force spectroscopy.122 For fitting, an
indentation range of up to 600-800 nm was used. Usually, only fits with a deviation of less
than 5% from the expected Hertzian contact slope were considered.
The experiments at large deformations were conducted with a Nanowizard Ultra Speed
AFM equipped with a CellHesion module (JPK Instruments, Germany) allowing large zdisplacements (100 µm). Ten freestanding particles were chosen randomly and aligned
optically with the glass bead colloidal probe (NSC 35). The force curves were driven to the
maximal photodiode deflection of the setup (equivalent to approx. 2 µN in this case). Using
the manufacturer software (JPK DataProcessing), the deflection-displacement data was
processed, and the contact point was determined to extract the deformation at certain forces.
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Investigation of the Mechanical Response
For correlating the fluorescence to mechanics, a combined setup of an Axio Observer Z.1
inverted microscope with an LSM710 confocal laser scanning module (Carl Zeiss
Microscopy, Germany) and an MFP-3D AFM was used. The sample preparation was
analog to the mechanical characterization. After calibration of the sensitivity on the bare
substrate, the colloidal probe of the cantilever (glass bead at NSC 35) was aligned optically
with the hydrogel particles. The illumination during the whole experiment was kept at
minimum with respect to the light sensitivity of the fluorophores.
The applied loads on the particles were defined as approach setpoint so that the force was
kept constant in a feedback loop. After approach to a particle, the load was increased
successively, with further approach if necessary. At each load, the focus was set to the apex
of the CP before the confocal image was taken.
For imaging, a 63x oil immersion objective (NA 1.25) was used. The donor was excited
with an Ar laser (488 nm, 3.75 mW). The emission was detected spectrally resolved (9.8
nm resolution) resulting in a separate intensity image for each detected range. The pinhole
was set to 1 AU. In case of the AFM tip indenting (PPP-NCHAuD, Nanosensors,
Switzerland), the image was taken with a 20x air objective (NA 0.50), excited with an Ar
laser (488 nm, 5 mW).
The data was evaluated in ImageJ 1.52e with the plugin Radial Profile Angle.

Investigation of the Humidity Response
The humidity experiments were conducted on the same setup as the mechanoresponse
experiments. A droplet of hydrogel particle dispersion was dispersed onto a glass slide and
left in darkness for drying. For CLSM, the sample was kept in a sealed glass container
flooded with an Ar gas stream to ensure complete drying. The images of dry particles were
recorded immediately after complete drying. Using a 20x air objective (NA 0.50), the
sample was excited with an Ar laser (488 nm, 0.5 mW). The emission was detected
spectrally resolved (4.9 nm resolution). The pinhole was set to 1 AU. The humidity was
increased gradually by the presence of saturated salt solutions (LiCl, K 2CO3, and NaCl).
After quickly exchanging the vial in the glass container, it was sealed again and left in
darkness for at least 30 min to ensure equilibration before taking the according images. The
data was evaluated in ImageJ 1.52e by determining the average intensity of the particles in
the images detecting the according emission maxima of the fluorophores.
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VI.1. Adaption of the Hydrogel Platform to an Application
in Force Sensing
Having established to functionalize a hydrogel network for optical response to mechanical
stress, two key challenges are deciding for applying the hydrogel network platform as a
force sensor: the mechanics and the mechanoresponse have to be adapted to the sensitivity
required for the application, and the purpose of application, defining the size, morphology,
and functionalization of the hydrogel network.
Regarding the sensitivity of the mechanoresponse, the consideration to match mechanical
properties of the sensor and sample, but also the sensitivity of detection is essential in any
case of force sensing. For the hydrogel preparation, this involves matching the elasticity of
the hydrogel with the forces the investigated actor is able to apply. Simultaneously, the
hydrogel deformation caused by the investigated actor must be sufficient to induce an
emission shift from coupled FRET pairs to localize and quantify the acting force.
With the presented hydrogel platform, several parameters are available to alter the network
structure and density. By increasing the precursor concentration, a denser network could be
expected. As a result, the elastic modulus of the hydrogel can be increased, as demonstrated
by Phelps et al.292 Moreover, they found differences in elastic modulus when varying
crosslinking functionalities, indicating that the crosslinking reaction might as well have a
significant effect on the resulting network.
In this study, the maleimide-thiol Michael addition was employed as crosslinking reaction
almost exclusively. It was intended for a high crosslinking efficiency owing to its high
reactivity.293 Possibly, the homogeneity in building up the network could be improved by
controlling the reaction kinetics with temperature or by switching to a different crosslinking
reaction. In view of potential applications in mechanobiology, a bandwidth of
bioorthogonal reactions is reported, for example by Azagarsamy and Anseth.97
Combining two or more addressable crosslinking reactions would increase the obtainable
level of complexity. Extending the presented A-B type crosslinking scheme, another
parallelized coupling reaction (C-D) could be utilized for coupling another type of
precursor, as the architecture of these network building blocks obviously affects the
achievable network structure. Moreover, parallelized coupling reactions could serve for
addressing and positioning fluorophores or biological functionalities needed in application,
for instance.
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Conceptually, the deformation sensitivity of the mechanoresponse should be adjustable by
the fluorophore concentration and the number ratio of FRET donor and acceptor. With a
higher concentration, the overall number of fluorophores is increased so that their distance
is statistically smaller. Hence, smaller network deformations are required for FRET.
However, the donor emission is omnipresent in the image bearing the risk to overexpose
the FRET acceptor emission which signals local network deformations. In analogy to a
signal-to-noise ratio, the number ratio of the fluorophores could be adjusted in favor of the
acceptor when increasing the fluorophore concentration to compensate this effect.
With respect to the purpose of application in cell biology, integrating biological
functionalities will be required, as for example the RGD peptide as cell-binding motif. The
influence of matrix mechanics on cell specification and differentiation is known for more
than a decade.7 This was considered in experimental design, for example, by encapsulating
human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) in hydrogel particles,76 accounting for the threedimensional cell environment in tissues. When inverting the concept from determining the
influence of the matrix mechanics on the cells to determining the mechanical interactions
of cells on their matrix, cells are investigated as force actors, requiring the RGD peptide as
a binding site for cell integrins to firmly attach to the network. Encapsulating cells in
mechanoresponsive hydrogel particles might then allow to investigate and quantify the
mechanical interactions of cells with their matrix.
In this perspective, promising work has been reported by Headen et al.75 With droplet
microfluidics, they encapsulated hMSCs in hydrogel particles formed from a comparable
PEG network functionalized with the RGD peptide. For seven days, they observed nearly
full cell viability, compared to the initial cell viability.
Vice versa, various approaches were conducted to incorporate fluorescent droplets and
particles in the cell environment to derive acting forces from changes in shape. 294,307,308
Accordingly, mechanoresponsive hydrogel particles could be adapted to such an
application to enable FRET based localization of stress fields instead of shapereconstruction based approaches.
Novel tissue engineering approaches are based on 3D printing of hydrogels.309 In the same
way, it is conceivable to add mechanoresponsive hydrogel particles to the bioink so that
they can act as force sensors in the cell environment of the construct. Moreover, the
optically readable mechanoresponse might assist in determining shear stress in the printing
nozzle. This mechanical stress in the nozzle was identified as a deciding parameter for cell
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survival during and after printing.310 In this regard, models describing the deformation of
cells during printing are developed by Stephan Gekle and coworkers.§ In preliminary
evaluation, good agreement was found between modeling and the experimental data from
the mechanical characterization of the hydrogel particles in this thesis. Accordingly, this
hydrogel particle platform might serve as sensors to read out shear stress in a printing nozzle
in situ. In a further step, the presented mechanoresponse concept might be transferred from
the particle concept to a hydrogel material system, e.g. for bioinks, enabling insight to tissue
mechanics far above single particle scale.
Whereas the calibration of the hydrogel particles as shear stress sensors in the printing
process could be feasible already by mimicking the nozzle geometry with microfluidics,
the application of the hydrogel platform as force-sensing cell matrix will require an indepth understanding of the network mechanics.

VI.2. Approaches for Quantifying Stresses Acting in the
Network
In the presented work, the mechanical properties of the mechanoresponsive hydrogel
particles and the correlation of mechanical stress with optical response were evaluated in a
first approximation with the Hertz model. To benchmark the capabilities of the hydrogel
platform, the deformation caused by indenting spheres was described with classic contact
mechanics models.
A sphere indented into a hydrogel network is loaded with a unidirectional force causing a
three-dimensional stress field around the contact area. Considering an encapsulated cell
within the hydrogel network, this actor might apply multidirectional forces on the network
causing complex three-dimensional deformations of the hydrogel. At the latest, such
complex situations might require computational modeling approaches to elucidate the
acting mechanics.
The mechanics of such soft polymeric materials has been investigated combining
experimental, analytical, and Finite Element Modeling (FEM) approaches. Based on classic
contact mechanics, the transition to nonlinear, hyperelastic behavior at larger deformation

In the scope of a collaborative research center of the German Research Foundation (DFG
SFB/TRR 225 “Biofabrication”)
§
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can be described.311 Furthermore, hyperelastic parameters can be determined by modelingsupported indentation experiments.312,313 Applying fluorescent droplets and particles as
local stress sensors, as mentioned in the section above, FEM can be utilized to derive acting
stresses from reconstructions of their deformed shape.307,308,314
These examples do not only indicate the feasibility of utilizing FEM for a detailed
understanding of the mechanics triggering the mechanoresponse of the hydrogel particles,
but also demonstrate the potential of FEM to elucidate more complex stress fields from an
application in mechanobiology.
Whereas FEM might enable to advance in interpreting the mechanics of the hydrogel
platform, it requires in situ 3D CLSM data of the deformed hydrogel. As the hydrogel
deformation is observed from the emission of the FRET donor and acceptor, the optical
information enables an insight to the mechanics acting on the network, and is the data base
for modeling and interpretation, in the first place.
The confocal microscopy technique allows imaging of focal planes, comparable to slices
of the object, that can be reconstructed to 3D models of the sample. For example, Böl et
al.315 used this approach to investigate the detachment of a biofilm. Moreover, 3D CLSM
imaging proved its capabilities to capture wetting phenomena and dynamic rearrangements
of granular particulate systems, as demonstrated by Auernhammer and coworkers.285,316

VI.3. FRET for Sensing in Polymer Brushes
Bridging the concepts of the materials presented in this study, polymer brushes labeled with
FRET pairs could combine a defined polymer structure with an optical response sensitive
on the order of the brush thickness. Preliminary work on this topic has been started in
collaboration with Rainer Jordan and coworkers.
For the mechanoresponsive polyelectrolyte brush presented in this study, a quenching
mechanism was utilized to read out the conformational state of the polymer chains. The
chains were labeled with fluorescein. The fluorescence of this dye is quenched upon
complexation with the cationic charges of the polyelectrolyte. Mechanical compression of
the polymer brush lead to an increase in quenching, notable by lower fluorescence intensity.
Concurrently, the fluorophore is photobleached during illumination, simultaneously
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decreasing fluorescence intensity. Moreover, this effect can hamper a quantitative
calibration of the fluorescence intensity to defined loads.
Utilizing FRET pairs to quantify the brush conformation would offer an observable quantity
that is less influenced by photobleaching. As FRET pair, fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)
and trirhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC) were employed. These fluorophores are
comparable to the FRET pair used in the presented mechanoresponsive hydrogel.
In first preliminary approaches, polymer brushes from various monomers were tested for a
response. Among them, also the monomer METAC, which was used for the experiments
in this work, was polymerized to a brush structure and labeled with FITC and TRITC. It
turned out that the cationic quenching mechanism depleted FRET in the investigated
samples.
Nonetheless, also this concept is promising in regard to the variability of parameters for
triggering a FRET mechanoresponse. Besides the type and charge of the monomer, the
grafting density and brush thickness, the fluorophore concentration, and the FRET pair ratio
are strongly influencing parameters to achieve and tune a FRET mechanoresponse in planar
contact geometry.
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